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 This winter, employees of Iowa’s alcohol retailers will have the opportunity to 
receive alcohol compliance training wherever and whenever they want.
In late February, the Iowa Alcoholic Beverages Division will be launching an all-
new alcohol retailer training. The Iowa Program for Alcohol Compliance Training 
(I-PACT) will be offered online to the general public, free of charge. This is the ﬁ rst 
time state-wide training will be in a fully integrated format, available 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. 
 The alcohol compliance training will be aimed at both on-and off-premises retail 
alcohol licensees. The content focuses on key identifying elements of the latest format 
of Iowa driver’s licenses, but includes information on the previous version of licenses 
and identiﬁ cation cards.  
 I-PACT covers the Alcoholic Beverage Control Act (Iowa Code chapter 123), 
valid forms of identiﬁ cation, and how to spot altered and fake IDs. The program 
focuses on preventing underage sales and sales to intoxicated patrons. Students will 
learn techniques for refusing the sale of alcohol with minimal confrontation and how to 
legally conﬁ scate an altered or fake ID. The training also includes regulations and tips 
for offsite delivery of alcohol. 
 Establishments that choose to participate in the I-PACT training are granted an 
afﬁ rmative defense, which may be used once in a four-year period. A business may avoid 
civil prosecution if an alcohol sale-to-minor violation occurs in their establishment. In 
order for the business to take advantage of the afﬁ rmative defense, the employee guilty 
of the violation must have been I-PACT certiﬁ ed prior to the time the offense occurred. 
However, the afﬁ rmative defense cannot be used if the employee sold to a minor under 
the age of 18. Only the business is eligible to avoid a civil penalty; the guilty employee 
will still be subject to a ﬁ ne and their I-PACT certiﬁ cation will be revoked.
 The overall goal of I-PACT is increased voluntary compliance with the state’s 
alcohol laws through education and enforcement. The core objective of the program is 
to prevent illegal sales of alcohol by educating alcohol sellers and increasing awareness 
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WHAT PART OF DRINK RESPONSIBLY DON’T YOU UNDERSTAND?
WILD TURKEY® Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey, 40.5% alc./vol. (81 proof), 50.5% alc./vol. (101 proof). 
©2012 Campari America, San Francisco, CA.
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learn techniques for refusing the sale of alcohol with minimal confrontation and how to 
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for offsite delivery of alcohol. 
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The program asks that a PACT is made for:
• Iowa kids not to consume alcohol products.
• Iowa retailers not to sell alcohol to minors.
• Iowa licensees not to serve alcohol to patrons under 21.
• Iowa’s law enforcement to enforce alcohol laws.
 Violations for illegal sales of alcohol to minors include 
a $500 criminal ﬁ ne to the clerk, as well as a $500 civil 
ﬁ ne to the retail establishment for the ﬁ rst violation. 
Subsequent violations can result in higher ﬁ nes, license 
suspension or even revocation. Minors under the age of 21 
are also subject to ﬁ nes and/or community service if found 
using, attempting to purchase, or in possession of alcohol 
products. 
 Local retail businesses have several new tools 
available on the Division’s website at IowaABD.com 
for educating staff on proper sales and consumption of 
alcohol. Iowa’s Alcohol Law Enforcement/Retail Training 
(I-ALERT) website primarily functions as a policy creation 
tool. On- and off-premises establishments such as bars, 
restaurants, convenience, grocery and liquor stores 
can use the site to create a custom policy regarding the 
sale of alcohol. The policy generator can be found at 
IAlert.iowa.gov.
 The Iowa Pledge program (I-PLEDGE), which began in 
2000, has contributed to a dramatic increase in adherence 
to Iowa’s tobacco laws. The last three years have seen 
more than 90 percent compliance during law enforcement 







is just as intoxicating as regular beer
The Iowa Governor’s Traffi c Safety Bureau and the Iowa ABD 
would like to invite you to join us in promoting traffi c safety. 
Nearly 23 percent of traffi c fatalities last year in Iowa were 
attributed to drivers impaired on alcohol or 
other drugs. 
Impaired driving crashes are 
preventable. Great concepts such as 
Designated Drivers and Call a Cab 
programs are innovative approaches to 
solving this nationwide tragedy. The best 
defense against a drunk driver is to always 
buckle up. Also remember that it is illegal to 
text while driving. Please help in our quest 
to protect all Iowans from impaired drivers 
during the upcoming holiday festivities.
More information such as printed materials 
and DVDs are available. Visit IowaGTSB.org 
or these other impaired driving 
information websites: NHTSA.gov, 
StopImpairedDriving.org and 
StopDruggedDriving.org.
3B U I L D I N G S  &  G R O U N D S
How did you get your 
nickname?
When I went to Drake 
University, I worked for 
the newspaper and I 
always got the scoop! 
What are your job 
duties?
As Buildings and 
Grounds Manager, along 
with Matt Wharff, we 
work behind the scenes, 
so the office, warehouse 
and transportation staff 
can do their jobs as 
efficiently as possible. We 
help facilitate others. 
What is the most 
challenging part of your job?
Removing encumbrances or improving 
physical conditions can often be challenging. 
Matt and I do whatever it takes to create a 
better work environment. 
What is your favorite aspect of your 
job?
As a retail business owner for most of my 
life, I have learned to enjoy working with 
people. Every day brings something new, 
so nothing becomes old or boring. 
What do you like to do in your free 
time?
I’ve retired from rugby, so my interests 
have settled in the arts. I majored in 
photojournalism in college. Go Drake 
Bulldogs! I love taking wildlife pictures. 
Being able to find the right weather 
and light is a rewarding experience for 
the perfect picture. I have three dogs (a 
German shorthair named Calvin, a coon 
hound named Maggie, and a Brittany 
named Maxx - all rescues) who take me 
out regularly for exercise. I love books: 
historical, biographical, and anything by 
James Herriott. Hopefully, my wife Lucy 
and I will return to the old homeland in 
Scotland for a visit soon. 
andersonscoop
(Above) Scoop on rugby tour 
in Scotland with former 
Scottish International player 
Andrew Redpath in 1988. 
(Center) Scoop with daughters 
Maggie and Katie, son Ian 
and wife Lucy at Ian’s college 
graduation. Scoop in Chicago in 2008.
V ITALS
Bob “Scoop” Anderson
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FAVORITE ASPECT OF 
THE D IV IS ION
The variety of jobs he gets to do
FAVORITE PASTIMES
Photography, movies and 










Retailers are sharing a pot of the green from Irish beverages sales, 
especially the fast-rising whiskey category. 
By Tom STrenk
continued on page 40
The reasons for this 
popularity are several, 
including the spirit’s 
natural approachability 
and relative affordability, 
new expressions 
expanding its range and 
appeal, the whiskey’s 
ancient heritage, and its, 
well, “Irishness”—the 
convivial connotations 






Take advantage of the ever-
growing popularity of vodka, 
and stock a wide variety of 
brands and flavors to satisfy 
your customers’ every desire. 
The clean, crisp taste of vodka 
mixes well with just about 
every drink ingredient, and fla-
vored vodkas encourage bartenders 
and consumers alike to create new ways 
to enjoy what has become known as the 
“great white spirit.”
Remind your customers to store open 
bottles of vodka in the refrigerator or 
freezer. Also remind them to try sipping 
vodka straight or over fresh ice as well as 
mixed in their favorite cocktails.
Cosmopolitan 
Serve in a chilled cocktail glass.
¾-1 ounce citron or other flavored vodka
½ ounce triple sec
1-1½ ounces cranberry juice
½ ounce freshly squeezed lime juice
Dash of orange bitters
Garnish: orange or lemon twist
Pour the vodka into a mixing glass or shaker half 
filled with ice; add all of the remaining ingredients 
except the garnish. Stir or shake gently to mix, and 
immediately strain into the prepared serving glass 
over fresh ice, if desired. Garnish with the orange 
or lemon twist.
Melon Ball Shooter 
Serve in chilled shot glasses (this recipe makes  
3 shooters).
1-1½ ounces melon-flavored liqueur
1-1½ ounces vodka or fla-
vored vodka
1-1½ ounces orange or pineapple juice
Pour all of the ingredients into a chilled shaker 
half-filled with ice. Shake vigorously and strain into 
3 prepared shot glasses.
Bloody Mary 
Serve in a chilled cocktail glass.
4-6 ounces tomato juice
2 ounces vodka or flavored vodka
1-1½ teaspoons lemon juice
¼ teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
Several dashes of Tabasco sauce
1 teaspoon freshly grated horseradish squeezed 
dry, if desired
Pinch of white or black pepper
1-2 pinches celery salt
½-1 teaspoon dried or fresh chopped dill
Garnish: celery stalk or fruit wedge or slice
Combine all of the ingredients except the garnish 
in a shaker with ice; shake gently. Pour (strain, if 
desired) the mixed drink into the prepared serving 
glass; garnish with a celery stalk or fruit.
Screwdriver 
Serve in a chilled collins (highball) glass.





ice in the 
prepared serving 
glass, and add the 
vodka. Fill the glass 
with orange juice, and 
stir gently. Garnish with the 
slice of orange.
Vodka and Tonic 
Serve in a chilled collins (highball) glass.
1½-2 ounces vodka or flavored vodka
Tonic water, chilled
Garnish: wedge or slice of lime or other comple-
mentary fruit
Place fresh ice in the prepared serving glass, and 
add the vodka. Fill the glass with tonic water, and 
garnish with a wedge or slice of fruit.
Vodka and Soda 
Serve in a chilled collins (highball) glass.
2 ounces vodka or flavored vodka
Club soda, chilled
Garnish: wedge or slice of complementary fruit
Place fresh ice in the prepared serving glass, and 
add the vodka. Fill the glass with club soda, and 





FIVE TIMES DISTILLED FIVE TIMES SMOOTH
®
Check us out on 
9-241884
®
Now Available in Iowa
If 
you don’t have any chocolate-
flavored spirits on hand, you 
might want to get some—and 
not just for Valentine’s Day! 
Chocolate-flavored liqueurs and spirits 
make it easy to turn any everyday occa-
sion into a memorable celebration.
You can enjoy chocolate-flavored 
liqueurs and spirits on their own, drizzled 
over ice cream or pastry, or in fresh-
brewed coffee or your favorite cocktail. 
For an extra-special treat, try Flaming 
Rum-Flavored Chocolate Sauce (please 
see recipe below).
Flaming Rum-Flavored  
Chocolate Sauce 
1 (6-ounce) package semisweet-chocolate pieces
1 tablespoon butter
1⁄4 cup light corn syrup
1⁄4 cup milk
1⁄4 cup dark rum
Melt the chocolate and butter in the top of a 
double boiler over hot, but not boiling, water. 
Gradually stir in the corn syrup and milk, and beat 
until smooth. Remove from the heat, and pour the 
sauce into a metal serving bowl.
Warm the rum in a small saucepan over very low 
heat. Remove the pan from the heat, ignite the 
rum, and pour it into the chocolate mixture. When 
the flames subside, stir the mixture until well 
blended. Serve the sauce warm over ice cream or 
cake.
Chocolate Kiss 








Freshly made hot chocolate
Whipped cream
Chocolate stick or chocolate-covered spoon
Combine the schnapps and liqueur in the prepared 
serving mug, and top with hot chocolate. Garnish 
with a dollop of whipped cream, and serve with a 
chocolate stick or chocolate-covered spoon.
Vodka-Flavored Chocolate-
Strawberry Cocktail 
Serve in a chilled cocktail glass.
1½-2 ounces chocolate-flavored vodka
1½-2 ounces strawberry-flavored vodka
½-1 ounce chocolate-flavored liqueur




Fill a shaker half-full with fresh ice; add the 
vodkas, liqueurs, and cream, and shake vigorously. 
Strain the mixed drink into the prepared serving 
glass. Garnish with shaved chocolate and a 
strawberry.
Chocolate Martini 
Serve in a chilled martini glass.
3-3½ ounces chocolate-flavored vodka
½-1 ounce chocolate-flavored liqueur
Dash of orange-flavored liqueur, if desired
Shaved chocolate or chocolate sprinkles
Fill a shaker or mixing glass half-full with fresh 
ice. Add the vodka, chocolate liqueur, and orange 
liqueur (if desired); shake vigorously or stir. Strain 
the mixed drink into the prepared serving glass, 
and garnish with the shaved chocolate or sprinkles.
Death by Chocolate 
Serve in a chilled tall (16-ounce) glass.
1 ounce Irish cream
1 ounce chocolate-flavored liqueur
1 ounce vodka
1 ounce milk
2-3 scoops chocolate ice cream
Whipped cream
Chocolate syrup
Pour all of the ingredients except the whipped 
cream and chocolate syrup into a chilled blender; 
add fresh ice, and blend until smooth. Pour the 
mixed drink into the prepared serving glass, and 
garnish with the whipped cream and chocolate 
syrup.
continued on page 12
Celebrate with  
CHOCOLATE! 
8
 Many people dream of being able 
to quit the hustle and fl ow of their 
day job to start a distillery, but for 
two brothers in LeClaire, Iowa, this 
dream became a reality. Garrett and 
Ryan Burchett started the Mississip-
pi River Distilling Company (MRDC) 
in 2010 when they noticed a unique 
opportunity to create spirits that 
hadn’t been around since the prohi-
bition era. 
 The MRDC is a family owned 
and operated company that believes 
in the local land and the water. Hav-
ing the distillery located in a small 
community allows them to utilize the 
family farm to create a different kind 
of spirit that is hand crafted and 
born from the fi nest grains.  This for-
ward thinking concept has also got-
ten the community involved. Every 
ingredient that goes into their spirits 
is locally grown and harvested just 
up the road from the distillery. Even 
the ingredients for seasonal spirits 
are grown locally, within a 25-mile 
radius of the distillery. 
 MRDC is one of only a handful of 
distilleries nationwide that handles 
every step of the distilling process. 
This process is called “grain to glass” 
and it is done in a small batch pro-
cess. Garrett and Ryan oversee every 
step of the distilling process to en-
sure the highest quality product is 
produced. 
 Once the product is fi nished, it 
either goes into a barrel for aging or 
directly into a bottle. Every spirit is 
bottled and hand signed but don’t ex-
pect any imperfections. The Burchett 
brothers keep a watchful eye do ev-
erything to perfection. Every bottle 
that leaves the MRDC portrays the 
unique stamp of approval. Each bot-
tle is individually numbered by hand 
to show the batch number and bottle. 
Customers can visit MRdistilling.
com, enter the batch number and 
bottle number to discover the person-
ality of each bottle. The website will 
give the customer a brief history of 
each bottle that leaves the distillery. 
 To get started with the distill-
ing process Garrett and Ryan were 
privileged to spend time in Germany 
training with Europe’s fi nest distill-
Iowa grain, Iowa water, Iowa Spirits








Traditional body of 
orange, grapefruit, 
lemon, lavender, 




Full fl avored with 
the fl owery aroma 
of wheat and the 
sweet, smooth 




fl avors. Young so 
the sweetness of 
the local grain to 
come through
303 North Cody Rd  




Monday - Saturday 
10 AM to 5 PM;  
Sunday 12 to 5 PM
FREE TOURS: 
Daily on the hour at 
12, 1, 2, 3, and 4 PM 
or by appointment. 
Tours are free and 
open to all ages.  
The tour ends with a 
free sample for those 





Open until 8 PM on 
the first Friday eve-
ning of every month. 
“First Friday” features 
bring a fun event to 
the distillery each 
month.
gerous crosscurrents, 
rocks and channels. They 
were the keepers of life’s 
luxuries, including wine 
and spirits. Their newest 
product Cody Road Bour-
bon has proved to be in 
high demand after selling 
out across Iowa within 24 
hours of release. 
 The Mississippi River 
Distilling Company has 
won many awards for their 
“River” products and for 
their newest product Cody 
Road Bourbon. River Pilot 
Vodka has been presented 
with four awards in 2011 
including the Gold Medal 
Winner for Beverage Tast-
ing Institute 2011 Interna-
tional Review and Bronze 
Medal Winner 2011 New 
York International Spirits 
Competition (one of only 
five medalists in “Vodka 
$25 and under” category). 
River Rose Gin has been 
awarded 3 awards which 
include the Silver Medal 
for taste 2011 MicroLi-
quor Spirit Award and a 
Bronze Medal for pack-
aging and design. River 
Baron Artisan Spirit has 
also been awarded with 
three awards which in-
clude the 2011 Silver Med-
al Top 10 in the Nation 
and Silver Medal for Taste. 
 Future goals of the 
Mississippi River Dis-
tilling Company include 
continuing to make local, 
quality and great tasting 
spirits but also including 
seasonal spirits. These 
spirits will be uniquely 
flavored and will have a 
limited release period. The 
current seasonal spirit is 
their Iowa Coffee Com-
pany Liqueur. Only 4,000 
bottles of the liqueur was 
produced, so make sure to 
get yours while it lasts! 
ers.  This is also where they purchased 
the still that is used to make all their 
spirits. The still consists of a 1,000 liter 
handmade German boiling pot and two 
tall copper rectification columns. Inside 
the two columns, there are plates that al-
low MRDC to distil spirits up to 95 per-
cent alcohol. This provides the flexibility 
to produce anything they put their minds 
to, including seasonal spirits, whiskey 
or anything else they can think up. Gar-
rett and Ryan have affectionately named 
the still “Rose” and even constructed the 
building around her.  
 Their products are just as unique as 
the brothers’ story. Their “River” products 
are a direct reflection of the Mississippi 
River that flows just outside their win-
dow.  It reflects the river pilots and bar-
ons that brought the town of LeClaire to 
life with their ability to navigate boats 
cleanly through the Mississippi’s dan-
Top left: The MRDC still was handmade in Eislingen, Germany. Bottom left: Brothers 
Garrett and Ryan Burchett standing with their bottle filler. Right: Barrel aged Cody Road 
is MRDC’s newest spirit.
TASTING ROOM
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Chocolate Mint Martini 
Serve in a chilled martini glass.
3-3½ ounces chocolate-flavored vodka
½-1 ounce chocolate-flavored liqueur
½-1 ounce white crème de menthe
½-1 ounce white crème de cacao
Shaved mint chocolate
Fill a shaker or mixing glass half-full with fresh ice. Add the vodka, chocolate 
liqueur, crème de menthe, and crème de cacao; shake vigorously or stir. Strain 
the mixed drink into the prepared serving glass, and garnish with the shaved 
chocolate.
Chocolate-Flavored Cranberry-Orange Martini 
Serve in a chilled martini glass.
1⁄2 ounce white crème de cacao
1⁄2 ounce cranberry juice
11⁄2 ounces cranberry-flavored vodka
Splash of orange-flavored liqueur
Orange slice
Pour all of the ingredients except the orange slice into an chilled mixing glass. 
Stir gently, and strain the mixed drink into the prepared serving glass; garnish 
with the orange slice.
Chocolate-Orange Soother 
Serve in a chilled brandy snifter.
1-11⁄2 ounces orange-flavored liqueur
1-11⁄2 ounces dark crème de cacao
1-11⁄2 ounces light or heavy cream
Pour all of the ingredients into a shaker half-filled with fresh ice. Shake 
vigorously, and strain the mixed drink into the prepared serving glass.
2011 McCormick Distilling Co., Weston, MO. 40% alc./vol. (80 Proof) Distilled from American Grain
McCormickDistilling.com    Drink Responsibly. Drive Responsibly.
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Colored items are price list advertisers
AMERICAN WHISKY
 BLENDED WHISKY 
872 Age Your Own Whiskey Kit  100 0.750 6 63.25 379.50 5982400139
22783 Beam’s 8 Star  80 0.200 48 1.74 83.52 8068602270
22784 Beam’s 8 Star  80 0.375 24 2.85 68.40 8068602260
22786 Beam’s 8 Star  80 0.750 12 4.88 58.56 8068602240
22787 Beam’s 8 Star  80 1.000 12 6.34 76.08 8068602220
22788 Beam’s 8 Star  80 1.750 6 10.86 65.16 8068602210
27474 Bird Dog Blackberry  80 0.750 6 15.63 93.78 1245901022
23276 Calvert Extra  80 0.750 12 7.87 94.44 8068604140
23277 Calvert Extra  80 1.000 12 10.31 123.72 8068604120
23278 Calvert Extra  80 1.750 6 16.53 99.18 8068604112
27478 Cedar Ridge Unaged Whiskey  100 0.750 6 19.75 118.50 5982400136
23823 Five Star  80 0.200 48 1.81 86.88 8484822050
23824 Five Star  80 0.375 24 2.96 71.04 8484822090
23826 Five Star  80 0.750 12 5.02 60.24 8484822030
23827 Five Star  80 1.000 12 6.53 78.36 8484822020
23828 Five Star  80 1.750 6 11.04 66.24 8484822010
23626 Five Star PET  80 0.750 12 5.02 60.24 8484822040
23708 Fleischmann’s Preferred  80 1.750 6 10.86 65.16 8292820021
27512 Griff’s Cowboy Whiskey  80 0.750 6 23.32 139.92 5982400137
24156 Hawkeye  80 0.750 12 5.03 60.36 8835211012
24157 Hawkeye  80 1.000 12 6.44 77.28 8835210978
24158 Hawkeye  80 1.750 6 11.07 66.42 8835210977
24453 Kessler  80 0.200 48 2.64 126.72 8068604270
24454 Kessler  80 0.375 24 4.64 111.36 8068604260
24456 Kessler  80 0.750 12 8.26 99.12 8068604240
24457 Kessler  80 1.000 12 10.62 127.44 8068604220
24458 Kessler  80 1.750 6 16.52 99.12 8068604212
24451 Kessler  Mini  80 0.050 12 7.84 94.08 8068604292
24466 Kessler Traveler  80 0.750 12 8.26 99.12 8068604243
24706 McCormick  80 0.750 12 5.03 60.36 8559210434
24728 McCormick  PET  80 1.750 6 11.11 66.66 8559210431
27577 Red Stag Honey Tea New 80 0.750 12 15.74 188.88 8068600171
27582 Red Stag Spiced New 80 0.750 12 15.74 188.88 8068600159
77256 Revel Stoke Spiced Whiskey  90 0.750 12 12.74 152.88 8711603590
21376 Sam Houston American Straight Whiskey  80 0.750 6 21.75 130.50 1245901023
25603 Seagrams 7 Crown  80 0.200 48 2.77 132.96 0000877350
25604 Seagrams 7 Crown  80 0.375 24 5.25 126.00 0000877650
25606 Seagrams 7 Crown  80 0.750 12 9.79 117.48 0000877330
25607 Seagrams 7 Crown  80 1.000 12 11.24 134.88 0000877320
25608 Seagrams 7 Crown  80 1.750 6 16.90 101.40 8700070070
25601 Seagrams 7 Crown  Mini  80 0.050 12 9.25 111.00 8700070071
25616 Seagrams 7 Crown PET Flask  80 0.750 12 9.79 117.48 8700000338
27554 Seagrams Seven Crown Dark Honey  80 0.750 12 12.26 147.12 8200000254
27562 Seagrams Seven Crown Stone Cherry  71 0.750 12 12.26 147.12 8200000291
25874 Sunny Brook  80 0.375 24 3.21 77.04 8068647960
25876 Sunny Brook  80 0.750 12 5.50 66.00 8068647940
25877 Sunny Brook  80 1.000 12 6.68 80.16 8068647920
25878 Sunny Brook  80 1.750 6 11.80 70.80 8068647910
27323 Two Jay’s Country Style Bl Why  80 0.750 12 26.25 315.00 3621172064
27318 Two Jay’s Iowa Corn Whiskey  80 0.750 12 23.68 284.16 3621107205
27625 Whitetail Caramel Flavored  80 0.750 6 15.63 93.78 1245901022
 STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKY 
16516 Ancient Age  80 0.750 12 8.99 107.88 8024400213
16517 Ancient Age  80 1.000 12 11.25 135.00 8024400212
16518 Ancient Age  80 1.750 6 16.87 101.22 8024400211
16676 Basil Hayden’s 8 YR  80 0.750 6 30.70 184.20 8068601240
21480 Benchmark Old No. 8  80 0.750 12 9.56 114.72 8800402084
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16870 Blue State Bourbon  80 0.750 12 11.88 142.56 9674901252
16987 Bourbon Supreme  80 1.000 12 7.05 84.60 8835211081
16988 Bourbon Supreme  80 1.750 6 14.51 87.06 8835211080
18006 Buffalo Trace  90 0.750 12 17.24 206.88 8024400923
17086 Bulleit  90 0.750 12 22.26 267.12 8700000552
17088 Bulleit Bourbon  90 1.750 6 37.49 224.94 8700000404
27486 Cabin Fever Maple Flavored  80 0.750 6 16.02 96.12 8681632734
17127 Cabin Still  80 1.000 12 6.99 83.88 9674923240
17206 Cedar Ridge  80 0.750 6 26.40 158.40 5982400130
27479 Cody Road  90 0.750 6 28.75 172.50 2209914774
17826 Early Times  80 0.750 12 8.26 99.12 8112801062
17830 Early Times PET  80 1.750 6 16.32 97.92 8112810508
17956 Evan Williams  86 0.750 12 9.56 114.72 9674902134
17958 Evan Williams  86 1.750 6 20.10 120.60 9674902114
17954 Evan Williams Black Label New 86 0.375 24 4.48 107.52 9674902164
73715 Evan Williams Cherry Reserve  70 0.750 12 11.91 142.92 9674902185
18196 Ezra Brooks  90 0.750 12 9.59 115.08 8835211092
18198 Ezra Brooks  90 1.750 6 20.18 121.08 8835211090
18407 G & W  80 1.000 12 7.64 91.68 8484820020
18408 G & W  80 1.750 6 13.71 82.26 8484820010
27508 Jeremiah Weed Cherry Mash  90 0.750 12 13.38 160.56 8200074772
19063 Jim Beam  80 0.200 48 4.28 205.44 8068600170
19064 Jim Beam  80 0.375 24 6.80 163.20 8068600160
19066 Jim Beam  80 0.750 12 14.16 169.92 8068600140
19067 Jim Beam  80 1.000 12 17.31 207.72 8068600120
19068 Jim Beam  80 1.750 6 27.55 165.30 8068600110
19026 Jim Beam Black  86 0.750 12 19.68 236.16 8068603440
19112 Jim Beam Devil’s Cut  90 0.750 12 22.04 264.48 8068600050
19061 Jim Beam Mini  80 0.050 12 10.24 122.88 8068600190
19096 Jim Beam Traveler  80 0.750 12 14.16 169.92 8068600143
19226 Knob Creek  100 0.750 6 29.24 175.44 8068601640
19486 Maker’s 46  94 0.750 6 30.70 184.20 8524650010
19474 Maker’s Mark  90 0.375 12 11.42 137.04 8524614453
19476 Maker’s Mark  90 0.750 12 23.61 283.32 8524613943
19477 Maker’s Mark  90 1.000 12 28.34 340.08 8524613942
19478 Maker’s Mark  90 1.750 6 45.66 273.96 8524613941
20246 Old Crow  80 0.750 12 6.29 75.48 8068650740
20247 Old Crow  80 1.000 12 6.95 83.40 8068650720
20248 Old Crow  80 1.750 6 13.38 80.28 8068650712
20286 Old Crow Traveler  80 0.750 12 6.29 75.48 8068650743
20366 Old Forester  86 0.750 12 10.19 122.28 8112800508
27544 Red Stag By Jim Beam  80 0.750 12 14.95 179.40 8068600102
27551 Red Stag By Jim Beam  80 1.750 6 33.07 198.42 8068600107
21220 Red State Bourbon  80 0.750 12 11.88 142.56 9674901251
21236 Ridgemont Reserve 1792  93 0.750 6 23.39 140.34 8810010002
22175 Russells Reserve 10 Yr New 90 0.750 6 26.23 157.38 8043256517
21594 Ten High  80 0.375 24 3.97 95.28 8066020307
21596 Ten High  80 0.750 12 5.99 71.88 8066020305
21597 Ten High  80 1.000 12 7.40 88.80 8066020303
21598 Ten High  80 1.750 6 13.64 81.84 8066020301
21595 Ten High Traveler  80 0.750 12 5.99 71.88 8292847385
22156 Wild Turkey 101  101 0.750 12 18.74 224.88 8043255517
22157 Wild Turkey 101  101 1.000 12 22.49 269.88 8043255511
22158 Wild Turkey 101  101 1.750 6 35.95 215.70 8043255518
22151 Wild Turkey 101 Mini  101 0.050 12 12.79 153.48 8043255510
22155 Wild Turkey 101 Round  101 0.375 12 8.62 103.44 8043255515
22121 Wild Turkey 81  81 0.750 12 16.25 195.00 2105984750
22216 Woodford Reserve  90 0.750 6 29.24 175.44 8112800150
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 SINGLE BARREL BOURBON WHISKY 
17766 Eagle Rare  90 0.750 6 21.84 131.04 8800402134
18120 Evan Williams Single Barrel Vintage  86 0.750 6 21.36 128.16 9674975001
18350 Four Roses  100 0.750 6 29.99 179.94 4006340002
19235 Knob Creek Single Barrel Reserve  120 0.750 6 35.43 212.58 8068601604
 TENNESSEE WHISKY 
26586 Gentleman Jack  80 0.750 12 27.66 331.92 8218403872
26589 Gentleman Jack  80 1.750 6 47.27 283.62 8218438741
26656 George Dickel No. 12  90 0.750 12 18.35 220.20 8807600623
86668 Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Honey  70 0.500 12 12.94 155.28 8218400035
86670 Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Honey  70 0.750 12 19.51 234.12 8218400033
86672 Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Honey  70 1.000 12 24.64 295.68 8218400032
26822 Jack Daniels Old #7 Black  80 0.101 48 2.27 108.96 8218408183
26823 Jack Daniels Old #7 Black  80 0.200 48 5.54 265.92 8218409052
26826 Jack Daniels Old #7 Black  80 0.750 12 19.51 234.12 8218409046
26827 Jack Daniels Old #7 Black  80 1.000 12 24.64 295.68 8218409044
26828 Jack Daniels Old #7 Black  80 1.750 6 40.01 240.06 8218409042
26820 Jack Daniels Old #7 Black Flat  80 0.375 24 9.09 218.16 8218409050
26821 Jack Daniels Old #7 Black Mini  80 0.050 12 12.94 155.28 8218409054
26824 Jack Daniels Old #7 Black Square  80 0.375 24 9.09 218.16 8218409051
26906 Jack Daniels Single Barrel  94 0.750 6 36.57 219.42 8218408700
 BOTTLED IN BOND BOURBON 
16416 Old Grand-dad 100 PRF  100 0.750 12 14.95 179.40 8068640840
 STRAIGHT RYE WHISKY 
27081 (ri)1  92 0.750 3 31.49 94.47 8068617801
27025 Bulleit 95 Rye  90 0.750 12 22.26 267.12 8200075296
27056 Jim Beam  80 0.750 12 15.74 188.88 8068601040
27126 Russell’s Reserve  90 0.750 6 26.06 156.36 8043210442
27100 Sazerac 6 YR  90 0.750 6 23.39 140.34 8024413994
27102 Templeton  80 0.750 6 27.13 162.78 2081592010
27110 Windmill Rye Whiskey New 80 0.375 12 13.63 163.56 2209914776
IMPORTED WHISKY
 CANADIAN WHISKY 
11773 Black Velvet  80 0.200 48 2.34 112.32 8810013458
11774 Black Velvet  80 0.375 24 4.60 110.40 8810013457
11776 Black Velvet  80 0.750 12 7.84 94.08 8810013455
11777 Black Velvet  80 1.000 12 9.94 119.28 8810013453
11771 Black Velvet Mini  80 0.050 10 7.44 74.40 0000825890
11788 Black Velvet PET  80 1.750 6 15.67 94.02 8810013451
11586 Black Velvet Reserve  80 0.750 12 10.12 121.44 8810013465
11588 Black Velvet Reserve  80 1.750 6 19.48 116.88 8810013463
11786 Black Velvet Traveler  80 0.750 12 7.84 94.08 8810013475
10624 Canadian Club  80 0.375 24 6.42 154.08 8068682160
10626 Canadian Club  80 0.750 12 11.81 141.72 8068682105
10627 Canadian Club  80 1.000 12 14.56 174.72 8068682102
10628 Canadian Club  80 1.750 6 23.62 141.72 8068682112
10625 Canadian Club  PET  80 0.750 12 11.01 132.12 8068682143
10846 Canadian Club Classic 12yr Whisky  80 0.750 12 18.45 221.40 8954014604
10632 Canadian Club Reserve 10 Year  80 0.750 12 13.38 160.56 8068682205
12404 Canadian Ltd  80 0.375 24 2.80 67.20 8292822336
12406 Canadian Ltd  80 0.750 12 6.37 76.44 8292822334
12407 Canadian Ltd  80 1.000 12 7.99 95.88 8292839974
12408 Canadian Ltd  80 1.750 6 13.49 80.94 8292822331
11936 Canadian Ltd Convenience Pack  80 0.750 12 6.37 76.44 8292822340
12464 Canadian Mist  80 0.375 24 4.34 104.16 8112802325
12466 Canadian Mist  80 0.750 12 8.15 97.80 8112802316
12467 Canadian Mist  80 1.000 12 10.05 120.60 8112802048
12476 Canadian Mist PET  80 0.750 12 8.15 97.80 8112802318
12478 Canadian Mist PET  80 1.750 6 15.75 94.50 8112802300
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13036 Canadian Reserve  80 0.750 12 6.38 76.56 8835212636
13037 Canadian Reserve  80 1.000 12 7.97 95.64 8193201214
13038 Canadian Reserve  80 1.750 6 13.16 78.96 8835212638
12668 Canadian Woods  80 1.750 6 12.91 77.46 8559220021
11293 Crown Royal  80 0.200 48 6.70 321.60 8700000727
11294 Crown Royal  80 0.375 24 11.04 264.96 0000877600
11296 Crown Royal  80 0.750 12 21.37 256.44 0000877250
11297 Crown Royal  80 1.000 12 26.65 319.80 0000877240
11298 Crown Royal  80 1.750 6 45.74 274.44 8700070060
10834 Crown Royal Black New 90 0.375 24 12.17 292.08 8200075042
10836 Crown Royal Black  90 0.750 12 24.70 296.40 8200075043
10838 Crown Royal Black  90 1.750 6 49.49 296.94 8200075045
11358 Crown Royal Cask No. 16  80 0.750 6 52.44 314.64 8200073955
11290 Crown Royal Mini  80 0.050 10 9.90 99.00 8700070104
11366 Crown Royal Special Reserve  80 0.750 12 36.44 437.28 8700020133
1408 Crown Royal W/50ml Crown Royal Black  80 0.750 12 21.17 254.04 8200075244
11285 Crown Royal XR  80 0.750 6 97.50 585.00 8200073433
13636 Lord Calvert  80 0.750 12 7.87 94.44 8068617040
13638 Lord Calvert  80 1.750 6 14.95 89.70 8068617012
13928 Mcmaster’s  80 1.750 6 13.42 80.52 8100402719
13388 Northern Light  80 1.750 6 12.48 74.88 8066039101
14199 Pendleton  80 1.750 6 35.11 210.66 5410411592
14192 Pendleton Canadian Whisky  80 0.750 12 19.65 235.80 8410411591
12888 Rich & Rare  80 1.750 6 13.25 79.50 8800400033
11346 Seagram’s V.O  80 0.750 12 11.24 134.88 8700000737
11347 Seagram’s V.O  80 1.000 12 14.24 170.88 0000877360
11348 Seagram’s V.O.  PET  80 1.750 6 23.13 138.78 8700070075
15246 Windsor Canadian  80 0.750 12 6.30 75.60 8068650040
15247 Windsor Canadian  80 1.000 12 9.83 117.96 8068650020
15248 Windsor Canadian PET  80 1.750 6 13.38 80.28 8068650012
15244 Windsor Canadian Supreme  80 0.375 24 4.34 104.16 8068650060
15296 Windsor Canadian Traveler  80 0.750 12 6.30 75.60 8068650043
 SCOTCH WHISKY 
4626 Buchanan’s 12 YR Deluxe  80 0.750 12 29.99 359.88 8811095532
4725 Chivas Regal 12 YR  80 0.375 12 13.00 156.00 8043240038
4716 Chivas Regal 12 YR  80 0.750 12 26.55 318.60 8043240039
4717 Chivas Regal 12 YR  80 1.000 12 36.71 440.52 8043240043
4718 Chivas Regal 12 YR  80 1.750 6 53.03 318.18 8043240046
6996 Clan Macgregor  80 0.750 12 9.12 109.44 8366412077
6997 Clan Macgregor  80 1.000 12 9.98 119.76 8366412042
6998 Clan Macgregor  80 1.750 6 16.87 101.22 8366412026
4796 Cutty Sark  80 0.750 12 17.85 214.20 2105905750
4797 Cutty Sark  80 1.000 12 22.74 272.88 2105905100
4798 Cutty Sark  80 1.750 6 35.85 215.10 2105905175
4876 Dewar’s 12 YR  80 0.750 12 27.99 335.88 8048023102
4866 Dewar’s White Label  80 0.750 12 20.59 247.08 8048023002
4867 Dewar’s White Label  80 1.000 12 25.29 303.48 8811008106
4868 Dewar’s White Label  80 1.750 6 39.99 239.94 8048023000
4863 Dewar’s White Label Scotch  80 0.200 48 9.99 479.52 8048002300
4936 Famous Grouse  80 0.750 12 19.11 229.32 8396013803
5106 Grant’s Blended  80 0.750 12 15.75 189.00 8366410139
8208 House Of Stuart  80 1.750 6 14.43 86.58 8066035851
5290 J & B Rare  80 0.750 12 18.36 220.32 8811098504
5289 J & B Rare  80 1.000 12 22.47 269.64 8811098502
5288 J & B Rare  80 1.750 6 34.21 205.26 8811098500
5326 Johnnie Walker Black  80 0.750 12 29.99 359.88 8811001130
5327 Johnnie Walker Black  80 1.000 12 39.74 476.88 8811001140
5329 Johnnie Walker Blue  80 0.750 6 187.08 1122.48 8811007005
5318 Johnnie Walker Double Black  80 0.750 6 33.70 202.20 8807617770
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5350 Johnnie Walker Green  80 0.750 12 52.49 629.88 8807616262
5346 Johnnie Walker Red  80 0.750 12 20.67 248.04 8811002130
5347 Johnnie Walker Red  80 1.000 12 25.49 305.88 8811002140
5349 Johnnie Walker Red  80 1.750 6 39.35 236.10 8807616316
5345 Johnnie Walker Red - Round  80 0.375 24 11.24 269.76 8811002109
8824 Lauder’s  80 0.375 24 4.50 108.00 8066036507
8826 Lauder’s  80 0.750 12 7.65 91.80 8066036505
8827 Lauder’s  80 1.000 12 9.10 109.20 8066036503
8828 Lauder’s  80 1.750 6 16.76 100.56 8066036501
8825 Lauder’s Traveler  80 0.750 12 7.65 91.80 8292825175
9078 Mc Gregor’s  80 1.750 6 15.78 94.68 8284435920
9278 Old Smuggler PET  80 1.750 6 17.75 106.50 8832004007
9426 Passport  80 0.750 12 9.97 119.64 8043240176
9428 Passport  80 1.750 6 19.79 118.74 8043240178
10006 Scoresby Rare  80 0.750 12 7.69 92.28 8807620098
10009 Scoresby Rare  80 1.000 12 9.23 110.76 8200039863
10008 Scoresby Rare  80 1.750 6 15.33 91.98 8807620100
10278 Usher’s Green Stripe  PET  80 1.750 6 14.99 89.94 8807620120
 SINGLE MALT SCOTCH 
4084 Aberlour 12 Year  86 0.750 6 31.97 191.82 8043210213
4096 Ardbeg 10 YR Islay  92 0.750 6 37.45 224.70 8330007210
4356 Balvenie 12 YR Doublewood  86 0.750 12 46.62 559.44 8366411221
4376 Balvenie 15 YR Single Barrel  100 0.750 12 55.53 666.36 8366411223
4636 Bowmore 12 YR Single Malt  86 0.750 6 37.36 224.16 5048300005
4846 Dalwhinnie 15 YR  86 0.750 12 47.24 566.88 8807632930
5006 Glenfiddich  86 0.750 12 32.62 391.44 8366410736
5014 Glenfiddich 15 YR Solera Reserve  80 0.750 12 44.19 530.28 8366499040
5012 Glenfiddich 18 YR Ancient Reserve  86 0.750 12 57.50 690.00 8366499041
5034 Glenlivet 12 YR  80 0.375 24 15.91 381.84 8043240062
5036 Glenlivet 12 YR  80 0.750 12 31.75 381.00 8043240063
5037 Glenlivet 12 YR  80 1.000 12 39.60 475.20 8043240070
5061 Glenlivet 15 Year French Oak  80 0.750 6 39.60 237.60 8043210078
5086 Glenlivet 16 YR Nadurra  112 0.750 6 47.10 282.60 8043210315
5040 Glenlivet 18 YR  86 0.750 6 59.85 359.10 8700000625
5133 Glenmorangie 10 YR  86 0.750 6 29.94 179.64 8175381221
5103 Glenmorangie Lasanta  92 0.750 6 37.50 225.00 8175381086
5104 Glenmorangie Nectar D’or  92 0.750 6 48.72 292.32 8175381088
5246 Highland Park 12 YR  86 0.750 6 35.50 213.00 8723640009
5430 Lagavulin 16 YR  86 0.750 12 70.49 845.88 8811014005
5446 Laphroaig 10 YR  86 0.750 12 39.36 472.32 8068681301
5492 Macallan 10 Year Fine Oak  86 0.750 12 32.29 387.48 8723610045
5486 Macallan 12 YR  86 0.750 12 39.91 478.92 8723610000
5516 Macallan 18 YR  86 0.750 12 120.68 1448.16 8723610700
5606 Mc Clelland Islay  80 0.750 12 19.51 234.12 8970800003
5596 McClelland Highland  80 0.750 12 19.51 234.12 8970800001
5620 Mcclelland Speyside  80 0.750 12 19.51 234.12 8970801111
5696 Oban  86 0.750 12 56.24 674.88 8811016005
6076 Singleton  80 0.750 6 26.24 157.44 8807617085
 IRISH WHISKY 
15776 Bushmills  80 0.750 12 19.49 233.88 8807616898
15777 Bushmills  80 1.000 12 24.37 292.44 8807616899
15526 Bushmills Black Bush  80 0.750 12 31.34 376.08 8807616902
64581 Bushmills Irish Honey New 70 0.750 12 19.49 233.88 8807617788
15644 Jameson  80 0.375 24 8.79 210.96 8043250014
15626 Jameson  80 0.750 12 20.20 242.40 8043250017
15627 Jameson  80 1.000 12 26.10 313.20 8043250011
15628 Jameson  80 1.750 6 33.60 201.60 8043250018
15656 Jameson 12 Year  80 0.750 12 32.10 385.20 8043250117
15646 Jameson 18 Year  80 0.750 6 67.35 404.10 8043240404
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15711 Michael Collins  80 0.750 6 23.67 142.02 8308962000
15820 Paddy Old  80 1.000 12 25.57 306.84 8043210659
15677 Power’s  80 1.000 12 16.86 202.32 8043253011
15940 Tullamore Dew  80 0.750 12 18.56 222.72 8954038396
TEQUILA
 TEQUILA 
89230 1800 Anejo  80 0.750 6 29.24 175.44 8396070991
87539 1800 Essential Tequila  80 0.750 6 21.74 130.44 1153801041
89204 1800 Reposado  80 0.375 12 12.74 152.88 2105922375
89206 1800 Reposado  80 0.750 12 21.74 260.88 1153801023
87510 1800 Silver  80 0.750 12 21.74 260.88 1153801013
87513 1800 Silver  80 1.750 6 33.74 202.44 1153801015
87509 1800 Silver Tequila  80 0.375 12 12.74 152.88 1153801012
88152 901 Tequila  80 0.750 6 31.49 188.94 5665500200
89079 Azul Reposado  80 0.750 12 16.37 196.44 1153814519
87756 Azul Silver  80 0.750 12 16.37 196.44 1153814612
87250 Cabo Wabo Blanco  80 0.750 6 27.25 163.50 2081510737
89139 Cabo Wabo Reposado  80 0.750 6 31.14 186.84 2081591013
89099 Cazadores Anejo  80 0.750 6 35.21 211.26 8048017252
89121 Cazadores Reposado  80 0.750 12 27.99 335.88 8048017002
87383 Corazon De Agave Tequila Blanco  80 1.000 6 18.00 108.00 8308900407
89242 Corralejo Reposado  80 0.750 6 22.50 135.00 2081593013
89175 Don Julio Anejo  80 0.750 6 46.45 278.70 6745450006
87485 Don Julio Blanco  80 0.750 6 37.48 224.88 6745450000
89154 Don Julio Reposado  80 0.750 6 41.19 247.14 7454500041
89274 El Jimador Anejo  80 0.750 6 18.58 111.48 4460763203
87586 El Jimador Blanco  80 0.750 12 15.95 191.40 4460768208
89278 El Jimador Reposado  80 0.750 12 15.95 191.40 4460706920
87596 El Mayor Blanco  80 0.750 6 26.33 157.98 8835212481
89482 El Zarco Gold  80 0.750 12 11.50 138.00 1153801006
87632 El Zarco Silver  80 0.750 12 11.50 138.00 1153801002
89533 Familia Camarena Reposado  80 0.750 12 14.99 179.88 8500001732
87643 Familia Camarena Silver  80 0.750 12 14.99 179.88 8500001682
3676 Herradura Blanco Silver 6x6 Tequila  80 0.750 12 29.91 358.92 4460711317
3657 Herradura Gold Reposado 6pak  80 0.750 6 33.89 203.34 4460711132
89212 Jose Cuervo Black Medallion  80 0.750 12 18.74 224.88 8396072578
89193 Jose Cuervo Especial Reposado  80 0.200 48 4.49 215.52 8200019295
89196 Jose Cuervo Especial Reposado  80 0.750 12 15.73 188.76 8200019288
89197 Jose Cuervo Especial Reposado  80 1.000 12 18.74 224.88 8200019292
89198 Jose Cuervo Especial Reposado  80 1.750 6 30.37 182.22 8200019298
89194 Jose Cuervo Especial Reposado Flask  80 0.375 24 8.24 197.76 8200019301
89191 Jose Cuervo Especial Reposado Mini  80 0.050 12 17.25 207.00 8200073139
89199 Jose Cuervo Especial Reposado Square  80 0.375 12 8.24 98.88 8200016570
87408 Jose Cuervo Especial Silver  80 0.750 12 15.73 188.76 8200074373
87409 Jose Cuervo Especial Silver  80 1.000 12 18.74 224.88 8200074374
87410 Jose Cuervo Especial Silver  80 1.750 6 30.37 182.22 8200074375
89215 Jose Cuervo Tradicional Reposado  80 0.750 12 22.34 268.08 8396019045
87416 Jose Cuervo Tradicional Silver  80 0.750 12 16.49 197.88 8396072699
89386 Juarez Gold  80 0.750 12 9.43 113.16 8835210028
89387 Juarez Gold  80 1.000 12 10.00 120.00 8835210027
89388 Juarez Gold  80 1.750 6 19.07 114.42 8835210026
87936 Juarez Silver  80 0.750 12 9.43 113.16 8835210023
87937 Juarez Silver  80 1.000 12 10.00 120.00 8835210022
87938 Juarez Silver  80 1.750 6 19.07 114.42 8835210021
89453 Kah Anejo  80 0.750 6 49.25 295.50 8124075027
89451 Kah Anejo Mini  80 0.150 48 8.41 403.68 8124005027
87946 Kah Blanco  80 0.750 6 37.25 223.50 8124075025
87945 Kah Blanco Mini  80 0.150 48 6.41 307.68 8124005025
89490 Kah Reposado  110 0.750 6 44.00 264.00 8124075026
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89489 Kah Reposado Mini  110 0.150 48 7.47 358.56 8124005026
89447 La Prima Gold  80 1.000 12 10.04 120.48 8681652033
89448 La Prima Gold  80 1.750 6 18.50 111.00 8681663752
87997 La Prima White  80 1.000 12 10.04 120.48 8681652013
89496 Margaritaville Gold  80 0.750 12 10.52 126.24 8835212153
88116 Milagro Silver  80 0.750 6 23.53 141.18 8366486891
89566 Monte Alban  80 0.750 12 19.88 238.56 8066057725
88100 Monte Alban Silver Tequila  80 0.750 12 14.81 177.72 8900057730
89577 Montezuma Gold  80 1.000 12 10.53 126.36 8066057583
88147 Montezuma White  80 1.000 12 10.53 126.36 8066057653
89646 Patron Anejo  80 0.750 12 45.00 540.00 7217330001
89626 Patron Reposado  80 0.750 12 40.50 486.00 2173300015
88290 Patron Silver  80 0.200 12 12.75 153.00 2173300110
88294 Patron Silver  80 0.375 12 20.00 240.00 2173300094
88296 Patron Silver  80 0.750 12 39.13 469.56 2173300002
88298 Patron Silver  80 1.750 3 84.00 252.00 7217330008
88291 Patron Silver Mini  80 0.050 10 30.45 304.50 2173300023
88556 Sauza Blanco Silver  80 0.750 12 12.59 151.08 8068683201
89617 Sauza Cien Anos Reposado  80 0.750 12 15.00 180.00 8068683350
89796 Sauza Conmemorativo  80 0.750 12 21.25 255.00 8068683402
89786 Sauza Gold  80 0.750 12 12.59 151.08 8068683101
89787 Sauza Gold  80 1.000 12 17.32 207.84 8068683102
89788 Sauza Gold  80 1.750 6 27.55 165.30 8068683112
89836 Sauza Hornitos Gold  80 0.750 12 19.67 236.04 8068683502
89837 Sauza Hornitos Gold  80 1.000 12 23.61 283.32 8068683501
88548 Sauza Hornitos Plata  80 0.750 12 19.67 236.04 8068683532
89029 Tequila Avion Anejo  80 0.750 6 44.59 267.54 3604051930
3438 Tequila Avion Counter Unit  80 3.018 4 34.95 139.80 3604001992
89030 Tequila Avion Reposado  80 0.750 6 40.83 244.98 3604051932
87150 Tequila Avion Silver  80 0.750 6 37.10 222.60 3604051934
89916 Tortilla Gold  80 0.750 12 9.52 114.24 8193206955
88766 Tortilla White  80 0.750 12 9.52 114.24 8193206964
88767 Tortilla White  80 1.000 12 10.72 128.64 8193206963
88768 Tortilla White  80 1.750 6 19.24 115.44 8193206956
89946 Two Fingers Gold  80 0.750 12 12.49 149.88 8954013532
VODKA
 VODKA 80 PROOF 
38169 360  80 0.750 12 15.97 191.64 8559213375
35314 Barton  80 0.375 24 2.56 61.44 8066047207
35316 Barton  80 0.750 12 5.05 60.60 8066047265
35317 Barton  80 1.000 12 5.95 71.40 8066047263
35318 Barton  80 1.750 6 10.30 61.80 8066047261
35315 Barton PET  80 0.750 12 5.05 60.60 8292811415
35416 Burnett’s  80 0.750 12 6.82 81.84 9674900204
35418 Burnett’s  80 1.750 6 14.15 84.90 9674920031
35586 Clearheart  80 0.750 6 18.45 110.70 5982400100
35785 Cupcake Vodka Original  80 0.750 12 13.49 161.88 8130800177
35913 Five O’Clock  80 0.200 48 1.65 79.20 8484850050
35914 Five O’Clock  80 0.375 24 2.75 66.00 8484850090
35916 Five O’Clock  80 0.750 12 4.96 59.52 8484850030
35926 Five O’Clock  80 0.750 12 4.96 59.52 8484850040
35917 Five O’Clock  80 1.000 12 6.01 72.12 8484850020
35918 Five O’Clock  80 1.750 6 10.38 62.28 8484850010
35944 Fleischmann’s Royal  80 0.375 24 2.60 62.40 8292821436
35946 Fleischmann’s Royal  80 0.750 12 5.15 61.80 8292821434
35947 Fleischmann’s Royal  80 1.000 12 5.90 70.80 8292821433
35948 Fleischmann’s Royal  80 1.750 6 10.70 64.20 8292821431
34467 Frozen Ghost  80 0.750 6 23.99 143.94 9674929369
36006 Fuzzy’s Ultra Premium Vodka  80 0.750 6 22.75 136.50 0501830020
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36186 Gordon’s  80 0.750 12 7.89 94.68 0000886123
36188 Gordon’s  PET  80 1.750 6 14.52 87.12 0000886103
36304 Hawkeye  80 0.375 24 3.09 74.16 8835211357
36306 Hawkeye  80 0.750 12 4.88 58.56 8835210993
36307 Hawkeye  80 1.000 12 5.78 69.36 8835210974
36308 Hawkeye  80 1.750 6 10.70 64.20 8835210973
36301 Hawkeye Mini  80 0.050 12 5.59 67.08 8835211814
36305 Hawkeye Traveler  80 0.750 12 4.88 58.56 8835211939
36667 Korski  80 1.000 12 6.48 77.76 8681650613
36668 Korski  80 1.750 6 10.92 65.52 8681650612
36903 McCormick  80 0.200 48 1.68 80.64 8559210457
36886 McCormick  80 0.750 12 4.96 59.52 8559210454
36904 McCormick PET  80 0.375 24 2.63 63.12 8559210456
36907 McCormick PET  80 1.000 12 5.97 71.64 8559210453
36901 Mccormick Vodka Mini  80 0.500 6 5.25 31.50 8559210458
36908 McCormickPET  80 1.750 6 11.19 67.14 8559210451
36965 New Amsterdam Vodka  80 0.500 12 8.90 106.80 8500000880
36969 New Amsterdam Vodka  80 0.750 12 10.35 124.20 8500001949
36971 New Amsterdam Vodka New 80 1.750 6 19.97 119.82 8500001951
36976 Nikolai  80 0.750 12 4.88 58.56 8800401044
36978 Nikolai  80 1.750 6 10.30 61.80 8800401042
36974 Nikolai Vodka  80 0.375 24 2.56 61.44 8024401046
37146 Opulent  80 0.750 6 15.05 90.30 8427997553
37217 Paramount  80 1.000 12 6.99 83.88 8681612133
37346 Phillips  80 0.750 12 5.23 62.76 8711601812
37347 Phillips  80 1.000 12 6.01 72.12 8711604832
37348 Phillips  80 1.750 6 10.97 65.82 8711601809
37356 Phillips Ez Pack  80 0.750 12 5.23 62.76 8711601126
37344 Phillips Vodka  80 0.375 12 3.37 40.44 8711601373
38088 Platinum 7X  80 1.750 6 14.15 84.90 8800401272
37413 Popov  80 0.200 48 2.30 110.40 0000820440
37414 Popov  80 0.375 24 4.23 101.52 0000820500
37416 Popov  80 0.750 12 6.15 73.80 0000820420
37417 Popov  80 1.000 12 7.49 89.88 8200000041
37418 Popov  80 1.750 6 12.74 76.44 8200010969
37426 Popov Traveler  80 0.750 12 6.15 73.80 8200012594
37526 Prairie Organic  80 0.750 6 20.15 120.90 8711601912
37599 Relska  80 1.750 6 10.75 64.50 8200010863
37640 River Baron  80 0.750 6 21.03 126.18 2209914770
37642 River Pilot Vodka  80 0.750 6 19.21 115.26 2209914773
37886 Seagrams  80 0.750 12 8.07 96.84 8043240243
37888 Seagrams  80 1.750 6 14.99 89.94 8043240241
37934 Skol  80 0.375 24 2.60 62.40 8567610137
37936 Skol  80 0.750 12 5.45 65.40 8567610175
37937 Skol  80 1.000 12 6.63 79.56 8567610110
37938 Skol  80 1.750 6 10.65 63.90 8567610117
37935 Skol Traveler  80 0.750 12 5.45 65.40 8567610176
37986 Skyy  80 0.750 12 15.01 180.12 2105900750
37987 Skyy  80 1.000 12 18.52 222.24 2105901000
37988 Skyy  80 1.750 6 25.73 154.38 2105901750
37993 Smirnoff  80 0.200 48 3.69 177.12 8200000008
37994 Smirnoff  80 0.375 24 6.75 162.00 8200000561
37996 Smirnoff  80 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 0000820060
37997 Smirnoff  80 1.000 12 13.43 161.16 0000820050
37998 Smirnoff  80 1.750 6 20.97 125.82 8200010570
38008 Smirnoff  PET  80 1.750 6 20.97 125.82 8200072760
37991 Smirnoff Mini  80 0.050 12 11.20 134.40 0000824720
38006 Smirnoff Traveller  80 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 0000829500
38176 Tito’s Handmade  80 0.750 12 14.46 173.52 1994700002
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38178 Tito’s Handmade  80 1.750 6 27.77 166.62 1947000003
38180 Tito’s Handmade Vodka New 80 0.050 5 15.05 75.25 1994700006
38243 Ursus  80 0.750 12 8.22 98.64 8200075047
37336 UV  80 0.750 12 9.74 116.88 8711601467
37339 UV PET  80 1.750 6 16.48 98.88 8711601463
 OTHER PROOF VODKA 
40926 Smirnoff Silver  90 0.750 12 11.79 141.48 8200000016
 100 PROOF VODKA 
39606 Paramount  100 0.750 12 7.95 95.40 8681612174
39666 Popov  100 0.750 12 7.61 91.32 0000820460
39866 Smirnoff  100 0.750 12 12.97 155.64 8200000010
39868 Smirnoff  100 1.750 6 23.24 139.44 8200010574
 LOW PROOF VODKA 
40118 Dueces Wild  70 1.750 6 9.33 55.98 8559211721
67285 Voli Lyte Vodka  60 0.750 6 19.19 115.14 8678577006
 VODKA FLAVORED 
41936 360 Concord Grape  70 0.750 12 15.97 191.64 8559214235
41019 360 Double Chocolate  70 0.750 12 15.97 191.64 8559213855
3051 360 Double Chocolate W/gravity Unit  70 0.500 1 45.29 45.29 8559213858
41944 360 Georgia Peach Vodka  70 0.500 6 7.05 42.30 8559214248
41943 360 Georgia Peach Vodka  70 0.750 12 15.97 191.64 8559212424
41935 360 Grape Vodka  70 0.500 6 7.55 45.30 8559214238
40656 360 Huckleberry Vodka New 70 0.750 12 15.97 191.64 8559214597
41940 360 Madagascar Vanilla  70 0.750 12 15.97 191.64 8559213835
41939 360 Madagascar Vanilla Vodka  70 0.500 6 7.55 45.30 8559213838
41938 360 Mandarin Orange  70 0.750 12 15.97 191.64 8559213845
41937 360 Mandarin Orange Vodka  70 0.500 6 7.55 45.30 8559213848
41468 360 Sorrento Lemon Vodka  70 0.500 6 7.55 45.30 8559214258
41467 360 Sorrento Lemon Vodka  70 0.750 12 15.97 191.64 8559214255
41049 4 Orange Vodka  80 0.750 6 18.50 111.00 8901600875
35527 Bakon  70 0.750 6 22.49 134.94 9610910072
41299 Burnett’s Cherry  70 0.750 12 6.82 81.84 9674920108
41927 Burnett’s Fruit Punch  70 0.750 12 6.82 81.84 9674920175
41279 Burnett’s Grape  70 0.750 12 6.82 81.84 9674920091
41840 Burnett’s Limeade Vodka  70 0.750 12 6.82 81.84 9674920183
41316 Burnetts Raspberry  70 0.750 12 6.82 81.84 9674920037
42031 Burnett’s Whipped Cream  70 0.750 12 6.82 81.84 9674920311 
42035 Cupcake Vodka Frosting  70 0.750 12 13.49 161.88 8130800180
41209 Firefly Sweet Tea  70 0.750 12 15.00 180.00 9729100008
41954 Godiva Chocolate  60 0.750 6 23.99 143.94 8200075222
41951 Godiva Chocolate Raspberry  60 0.750 6 23.99 143.94 8200075227
40979 Hangar One Blueberry Flavored Vodka  80 0.750 6 22.46 134.76 1153801851
41508 Hangar One Fraser River Raspberry Vodka  80 0.750 6 22.46 134.76 2772444750
40909 Hawkeye Bacon Vodka New 70 1.000 12 7.50 90.00 8835212688
41500 Hawkeye Blue Raspberry  60 1.000 12 7.50 90.00 8835212190
41116 Jeremiah Weed Peach Sweet Tea  70 0.750 12 14.20 170.40 8200000215
41076 Jeremiah Weed Sweet Tea  70 0.750 12 14.20 170.40 8200000202
41078 Jeremiah Weed Sweet Tea  70 1.750 6 22.46 134.76 8200000203
41079 Jeremiah Weed Sweet Tea Mini  70 0.500 12 6.42 77.04 8200000206
41969 Paramount Dragon Fruit Vodka  65 0.750 12 9.99 119.88 8681611794
41014 Paramount Ultra Bubble Vodka  65 0.750 12 9.99 119.88 8681611754
40982 Paramount Whipt Creme Vodka  65 0.750 12 9.99 119.88 8681611774
41707 Phillips Lime  60 1.000 12 8.67 104.04 8711604843
3118 Pucker Vodka 50ml Gravity Feed  70 2.012 3 40.02 120.06 8068611907
40845 Pucker Vodka Citrus Squeeze  70 0.750 12 14.99 179.88 8068611913
40849 Pucker Vodka Grape Gone Wild  70 0.750 12 14.99 179.88 8068611909
40678 Pucker Vodka Lemonade Lust New 70 0.750 12 14.99 179.88 8068611923
40682 Pucker Vodka Raspberry Rave New 70 0.750 12 14.99 179.88 8068611919
40853 Pucker Vodka Sour Apple Sass  70 0.750 12 14.99 179.88 8068611901
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40841 Pucker Vodka Wild Cherry Tease  70 0.750 12 14.99 179.88 8068611905
40831 Skyy Infusions Blood Orange  70 0.750 12 15.01 180.12 3750740831
40804 Skyy Infusions Citrus  70 0.750 12 15.01 180.12 2105962750
40835 Skyy Infusions Dragon Fruit  70 0.750 12 15.01 180.12 2105982750
40810 Skyy Infusions Passion Fruit  70 0.750 12 15.01 180.12 2105964750
40821 Skyy Infusions Pineapple  70 0.750 12 15.01 180.12 2105969750
40986 Smirnoff Blueberry  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200073291
40976 Smirnoff Cherry  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200073153
41746 Smirnoff Citrus  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200000391
41747 Smirnoff Citrus  70 1.000 12 13.43 161.16 8200000669
38002 Smirnoff Coconut  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200075562
38000 Smirnoff Coconut Mini  70 0.500 12 8.57 102.84 8200075559
41715 Smirnoff Cranberry  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200000122
40945 Smirnoff Fluffed Marshallmallow Mini  80 0.500 12 8.57 102.84 8200000324
40949 Smirnoff Fluffed Marshmallow  60 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200075754
40930 Smirnoff Grape  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200074043
41719 Smirnoff Green Apple  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 0000821040
41592 Smirnoff Lime  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200073286
40992 Smirnoff Melon  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200074426
41786 Smirnoff Orange  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200000386
41787 Smirnoff Orange  70 1.000 12 13.43 161.16 8200072387
40939 Smirnoff Passion Fruit  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200073993
41922 Smirnoff Peach Vodka  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200075071
40917 Smirnoff Pineapple  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200074731
40997 Smirnoff Pomegranate  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200074038
41796 Smirnoff Raspberry  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200000396
41797 Smirnoff Raspberry  70 1.000 12 13.43 161.16 8200000397
41798 Smirnoff Raspberry  70 1.750 6 20.97 125.82 8200072399
40956 Smirnoff Strawberry  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200072934
40957 Smirnoff Strawberry  70 1.000 12 13.43 161.16 8200072935
41806 Smirnoff Vanilla  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200000401
41807 Smirnoff Vanilla  70 1.000 12 13.43 161.16 0000824020
41805 Smirnoff Vanilla  70 1.750 6 20.97 125.82 8200072404
40946 Smirnoff Watermelon  70 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200000117
40965 Smirnoff Whipped Cream  60 0.750 12 11.94 143.28 8200075751
40962 Smirnoff Whipped Cream Mini  60 0.500 12 8.57 102.84 8200000323
41146 Sweet Carolina Sweet Tea  70 0.750 12 13.06 156.72 8284444000
41901 Ursus Blue Raspberry  60 0.750 12 8.22 98.64 8200075055
41906 Ursus Green Apple  60 0.750 12 8.22 98.64 8200075059
41911 Ursus Punch  60 0.750 12 8.22 98.64 8200075051
41693 UV Blue (Raspberry)   60 0.750 12 9.74 116.88 8711601448
41694 UV Blue (Raspberry)  60 1.000 12 11.25 135.00 8711601447
41692 UV Blue (Raspberry)  60 1.750 6 16.48 98.88 8711601452
41601 Uv Blue (raspberry) Vodka  60 0.375 12 5.16 61.92 8711601454
41688 Uv Blue Raspberry Vodka Traveller  60 0.750 12 9.74 116.88 8711601458
41989 Uv Cake Vodka  60 0.750 12 9.74 116.88 8711601539
42079 Uv Cake Vodka  60 1.000 12 11.25 135.00 8711601537
42009 Uv Cake Vodka  60 1.750 6 16.48 98.88 8711601535
41653 UV Citruv (citrus)  70 0.750 12 9.74 116.88 8711601484
41876 UV Coconut  60 0.750 12 9.74 116.88 8711601524
41966 Uv Espresso Vodka  60 0.750 12 9.74 116.88 8711601536
41604 UV Grape Vodka  60 0.750 12 9.74 116.88 8711601477
41625 UV Grape Vodka  60 1.750 6 15.95 95.70 8711601481
41696 UV Green (Apple)  60 0.750 12 9.74 116.88 8711601442
41698 UV Ivory (Vanilla)  60 0.750 12 9.74 116.88 8711601450
41701 UV Orange  60 0.750 12 9.74 116.88 8711601446
41360 Uv Pink Lemonade  60 0.750 12 9.74 116.88 8711601487
41704 UV Red (Cherry)  60 0.750 12 9.74 116.88 8711601444
41705 UV Red (Cherry)  60 1.000 12 11.25 135.00 8711601443
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41681 UV Red (Cherry)  60 1.750 6 16.48 98.88 8711601461
67288 Voli Lemon Vodka  60 0.750 6 19.19 115.14 8678577010
IMPORTED VODKA
 IMPORTED VODKA 
34136 Absolut Glimmer  80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900070
33966 Absolut Orient Apple  80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900080
34003 Absolut Swedish  80 0.200 24 5.10 122.40 3522900010
34004 Absolut Swedish  80 0.375 24 8.80 211.20 3522900020
34006 Absolut Swedish  80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900030
34007 Absolut Swedish  80 1.000 12 22.34 268.08 3522900040
34008 Absolut Swedish  80 1.750 6 29.81 178.86 3522900060
34001 Absolut Swedish Mini  80 0.050 10 11.88 118.80 3522900000
34041 Absolut Vodka 100PRF  100 0.750 12 21.57 258.84 3522900542
34155 Belvedere  80 0.750 6 25.73 154.38 8711606968
34162 Belvedere  80 1.000 6 30.94 185.64 8711606981
3069 Belvedere Pure Red Capsule  80 0.750 6 25.73 154.38 8175382076
34160 Belvedere Vodka  80 1.750 3 51.73 155.19 8711606973
34244 Chopin  80 0.750 6 23.74 142.44 5293500115
34197 Ciroc Super Premium  80 0.375 12 12.40 148.80 8807616265
34198 Ciroc Super Premium  80 0.750 6 26.96 161.76 8807616186
34199 Ciroc Super Premium  80 1.000 6 32.66 195.96 8807616187
34122 Crystal Head  80 0.750 6 39.00 234.00 2704041141
35553 Crystal Head  80 1.750 3 77.99 233.97 2704041146
34188 Effen  80 0.750 6 21.25 127.50 8068693805
35651 Eristoff Vodka  80 1.750 6 18.79 112.74 8048029601
34709 Firestarter Vodka  80 0.750 6 17.57 105.42 8404840001
34366 Fris Danish  80 0.750 12 7.69 92.28 8043210555
34368 Fris Danish  80 1.750 6 15.38 92.28 8043210553
34359 Grey Goose  80 0.200 12 7.29 87.48 8048028004
34423 Grey Goose  80 0.375 12 12.72 152.64 8048028003
34433 Grey Goose  80 0.750 12 26.96 323.52 8048028002
34422 Grey Goose  80 1.000 6 32.66 195.96 8048028001
34425 Grey Goose  80 1.750 6 53.13 318.78 8048028000
2677 Grey Goose Multi Pack  56 0.200 12 10.00 120.00 0804800081
34421 Grey Goose Vodka Mini  80 0.604 10 30.00 300.00 8048028005
34456 Ketel One  80 0.750 12 19.49 233.88 8515651541
34457 Ketel One  80 1.000 12 24.70 296.40 8515661041
34458 Ketel One  80 1.750 6 34.49 206.94 8515680368
34543 Pearl  80 0.050 12 7.50 90.00 8835212312
34546 Pearl  80 0.750 12 11.78 141.36 8835212318
34548 Pearl  80 1.750 6 22.21 133.26 8835212299
34566 Pearl Vodka  80 1.750 6 22.21 133.26 8835212665
34579 Pinnacle  80 0.750 12 10.51 126.12 8970846542
34578 Pinnacle  80 1.750 6 17.14 102.84 8970846522
34678 Quadro Russian  80 0.750 12 24.59 295.08 3604001754
35109 Russian Standard Original Vodka  80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3604001872
34690 Sobieski  80 0.750 12 9.74 116.88 8901600822
35213 Sobieski  80 1.750 6 16.48 98.88 8901600819
34746 Stolichnaya Russian  80 0.750 12 18.37 220.44 8366487055
34747 Stolichnaya Russian  80 1.000 12 24.27 291.24 8954043657
34748 Stolichnaya Russian  80 1.750 6 34.09 204.54 8366487114
34817 Svedka  80 0.375 12 6.83 81.96 1776811375
34820 Svedka  80 0.750 12 11.95 143.40 1776811175
34821 Svedka  80 1.750 6 20.84 125.04 1776811117
34935 Three Olives  80 0.750 12 16.74 200.88 8970877642
34919 Three Olives  80 1.750 6 23.99 143.94 8970877822
35460 Van Gogh Blue 80 Proof Wheat  80 0.750 6 21.43 128.58 3382413812
 IMPORTED VODKA - MISC 
34014 Absolut Apeach  80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900113
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34015 Absolut Apeach  80 1.000 12 22.34 268.08 3522900114
33983 Absolut Berri Acai  80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900107
34034 Absolut Citron  80 0.375 24 8.56 205.44 3522900120
34030 Absolut Citron  80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900130
34029 Absolut Citron  80 1.000 12 22.34 268.08 3522900140
34032 Absolut Citron  80 1.750 6 29.81 178.86 3522900160
33994 Absolut Grapevine New 80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900086
34096 Absolut Kurant  80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900330
34114 Absolut Mandrin  80 0.375 24 8.56 205.44 3522900220
34116 Absolut Mandrin  80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900230
34117 Absolut Mandrin  80 1.000 12 22.34 268.08 3522900240
35354 Absolut Mango  80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900142
34017 Absolut Miami New 80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900088
2912 Absolut Mini Bar  80 0.251 24 5.91 141.84 8043290088
34036 Absolut Pears  80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900133
34026 Absolut Peppar  80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900430
34052 Absolut Raspberri  80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900830
34051 Absolut Raspberri  80 1.000 12 22.34 268.08 3522900840
34061 Absolut Ruby Red  80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900123
34028 Absolut San Francisco  80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900083
34076 Absolut Vanilia  80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900630
34078 Absolut Vanilia  80 1.000 12 22.34 268.08 3522900640
33987 Absolut Wild Tea  80 0.750 12 16.33 195.96 3522900076
33999 Belvedere Bloody Mary  80 0.750 6 25.73 154.38 8175382020
34138 Chambord Flavored Vodka  75 0.750 6 18.75 112.50 8330000003
64742 Ciroc Coconut  70 0.750 6 26.96 161.76 8807617495
64712 Ciroc Peach New 70 0.750 6 26.96 161.76 8807617740
64762 Ciroc Red Berry New 70 0.375 12 12.40 148.80 8807617504
64764 Ciroc Red Berry  70 0.750 6 26.96 161.76 8807617505
34189 Effen Black Cherry  75 0.750 6 21.25 127.50 8068693812
34395 Effen Cucumber New 75 0.750 6 21.25 127.50 8068693824
34436 Grey Goose L’Orange  80 0.750 6 26.96 161.76 8308956000
34449 Ketel One Citroen  80 0.750 12 19.49 233.88 8515600750
35543 Ketel One Oranje  80 0.750 12 18.74 224.88 8515647500
35179 Pearl Blueberry  70 0.750 12 11.78 141.36 8835212507
35692 Pearl Caramel  70 0.750 12 11.78 141.36 8835212640
34561 Pearl Coconut  70 0.750 12 11.78 141.36 8835212319
35699 Pearl Cucumber  70 0.750 12 11.78 141.36 8835212618
35702 Pearl Orange Vodka  70 0.750 12 11.78 141.36 8835212618
34702 Pearl Pomegranate  70 0.750 12 11.78 141.36 8835212384
35920 Pearl Wedding Cake Vodka New 70 0.050 12 7.50 90.00 8835212696
35921 Pearl Wedding Cake Vodka  70 0.750 12 11.78 141.36 8835212698
35780 Pinnacle Cake Vodka  70 0.750 12 11.81 141.72 8970845845
35770 Pinnacle Cherry Whipped  70 0.750 12 11.81 141.72 8970846780
35743 Pinnacle Chocolate Whipped  70 0.750 12 11.81 141.72 8970846080
35867 Pinnacle Cotton Vodka  70 0.750 12 11.81 141.72 8970846730
35881 Pinnacle Marshmallow  70 0.750 12 11.81 141.72 8970845152
35773 Pinnacle Orange Whipped  70 0.750 12 11.81 141.72 8970846770
35779 Pinnacle Orange Whipped Mini  70 0.604 4 7.92 31.68 8970846773
34630 Pinnacle Strawberry-Kiwi  70 0.750 12 11.81 141.72 8970846042
35505 Pinnacle Tropical Punch  70 0.750 12 11.81 141.72 8970846060
35626 Pinnacle Whipped  70 0.750 12 11.81 141.72 8970846070
35628 Pinnacle Whipped  70 1.750 6 17.14 102.84 8970846074
35897 Stoli Chocolat Razberi  75 0.750 12 18.37 220.44 8366487240
35713 Stoli Wild Cherri Vodka  75 0.750 12 18.37 220.44 8366487146
34786 Stolichnaya Blueberi  70 0.750 12 18.37 220.44 8366487075
34737 Stolichnaya Ohranj  70 1.000 12 24.27 291.24 8954043680
34870 Stolichnaya Razberi (Raspberry)  70 0.750 12 18.37 220.44 8954043671
34871 Stolichnaya Razberi (Raspberry)  75 1.000 12 24.27 291.24 8954043670
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34877 Stolichnaya Strasberri (Strawberry)  75 1.000 12 24.27 291.24 8954043673
34881 Stolichnaya Vanil  75 1.000 12 24.27 291.24 8954043676
35453 Svedka Cherry  75 0.750 12 11.95 143.40 1776812675
34839 Svedka Citron  70 0.750 12 11.95 143.40 1776812575
34823 Svedka Clementine  70 0.750 12 11.95 143.40 1776812275
34680 Svedka Grape Vodka  75 0.750 6 11.95 71.70 1776812775
34812 Svedka Raspberry  75 0.750 12 11.95 143.40 1776812475
34815 Svedka Vanilla  75 0.750 12 11.95 143.40 1776812375
35766 Three Olives ”Dude” Vodka  70 0.750 12 16.74 200.88 1158301559
34886 Three Olives Berry  70 0.750 12 16.74 200.88 8970852042
35469 Three Olives Bubble  70 0.750 12 16.74 200.88 8115380154
35891 Three Olives Cake Vodka  70 0.750 12 16.74 200.88 1153801565
34972 Three Olives Cherry  70 0.750 12 16.74 200.88 8970852242
34887 Three Olives Cherry Vodka  70 1.000 6 20.21 121.26 8970852226
34968 Three Olives Chocolate  70 0.750 12 16.74 200.88 8970852542
34984 Three Olives Citrus Vodka  70 0.750 12 16.74 200.88 8970852742
34995 Three Olives Grape  70 0.750 12 16.74 200.88 8970853042
35147 Three Olives Mango  70 0.750 12 16.74 200.88 8970852342
34962 Three Olives Orange  70 0.750 12 16.74 200.88 8970852642
35039 Three Olives Pomegranate  70 0.750 12 16.74 200.88 8970832426
35637 Three Olives Purple  70 0.750 12 16.74 200.88 1153801500
35549 Three Olives Rangtang  70 0.750 12 16.74 200.88 8115380153
34959 Three Olives Raspberry  70 0.750 12 16.74 200.88 8970852342
34958 Three Olives Vanilla  70 0.750 12 16.74 200.88 8970852142
35466 Van Gogh Dutch Caramel  70 0.750 6 19.93 119.58 3382413912
DRY GINS - SLOE GIN
 AMERICAN DRY GIN 
29287 Barton  80 1.000 12 5.88 70.56 8066041133
29288 Barton  80 1.750 6 9.85 59.10 8066041131
29568 Burnett’s  London Dry  80 1.750 6 15.09 90.54 9674920030
29566 Burnett’s London Dry  80 0.750 12 7.15 85.80 9674900201
29728 Calvert  80 1.750 6 10.15 60.90 8068604312
29812 Clearheart  90 0.750 6 18.45 110.70 5982400102
29993 Five O’Clock  80 0.200 48 1.81 86.88 8484840050
29994 Five O’Clock  80 0.375 24 2.95 70.80 8484840090
29996 Five O’Clock  80 0.750 12 5.04 60.48 8484840030
29997 Five O’Clock  80 1.000 12 6.09 73.08 8484840020
29998 Five O’Clock  80 1.750 6 10.58 63.48 8484840010
30036 Five O’Clock PET  80 0.750 12 5.04 60.48 8484840040
30056 Fleischmann’s  80 0.750 12 4.88 58.56 8292821024
30057 Fleischmann’s  80 1.000 12 6.00 72.00 8292821023
30058 Fleischmann’s  80 1.750 6 14.04 84.24 8292821021
30236 Gilbey’s London Dry  80 0.750 12 6.68 80.16 8068612240
30247 Gilbey’s London Dry  80 1.000 12 9.51 114.12 8068612221
30238 Gilbey’s London Dry  80 1.750 6 15.35 92.10 8068612212
30250 Gilbey’s London Dry Traveler  80 0.750 12 6.68 80.16 8068612243
30316 Gordon’s London Dry  80 0.750 12 7.49 89.88 0000886023
30317 Gordon’s London Dry  80 1.000 12 9.74 116.88 0000886013
30318 Gordon’s London Dry - PET  80 1.750 6 15.74 94.44 0000886003
30526 Hawkeye  80 0.750 12 5.00 60.00 8835211009
30527 Hawkeye  80 1.000 12 5.83 69.96 8835210976
30528 Hawkeye  80 1.750 6 10.50 63.00 8835210975
31207 Mc Cormick  80 1.000 12 6.00 72.00 8559210353
31208 Mc Cormick PET  80 1.750 6 10.95 65.70 8559210351
31472 New Amsterdam  80 0.200 24 3.06 73.44 8500001433
31474 New Amsterdam  80 0.375 24 5.10 122.40 8500001432
31475 New Amsterdam  80 0.750 12 10.35 124.20 8500014318
31473 New Amsterdam  80 1.750 6 19.97 119.82 8500001430
31654 Paramount  80 0.375 24 2.98 71.52 8681612019
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31656 Paramount  80 0.750 12 5.09 61.08 8681612014
31657 Paramount  80 1.000 12 6.44 77.28 8681612013
31658 Paramount  80 1.750 6 10.65 63.90 8681612012
31666 Paramount Traveler  80 0.750 12 5.09 61.08 8681612024
31719 Phillips  80 1.000 12 6.10 73.20 8711604801
31718 Phillips  80 1.750 6 11.69 70.14 8711601676
31990 River Rose Gin  80 0.750 6 24.25 145.50 2209914771
32232 Seagram’s Extra Dry  80 0.100 48 1.46 70.08 8043240120
32233 Seagram’s Extra Dry  80 0.200 48 3.06 146.88 8043240121
32234 Seagram’s Extra Dry  80 0.375 24 5.10 122.40 8043240122
32236 Seagram’s Extra Dry  80 0.750 12 8.85 106.20 8043240123
32237 Seagram’s Extra Dry  80 1.000 12 11.10 133.20 8043240125
32238 Seagram’s Extra Dry  80 1.750 6 16.35 98.10 8043240126
32231 Seagram’s Extra Dry  Mini  80 0.050 12 8.16 97.92 8043240118
32235 Seagram’s Extra Dry PET  80 0.750 12 8.85 106.20 8043240124
 FLAVORED GIN 
33256 Seagram’s Lime Twisted  70 0.750 12 8.85 106.20 8043240160
33266 Seagram’s Orange Twisted  70 0.750 12 8.85 106.20 8043240461
 AMERICAN SLOE GIN 
33716 Paramount  50 0.750 12 5.75 69.00 8681610234
33717 Paramount  50 1.000 12 7.36 88.32 8681610233
GIN - IMPORTED
 IMPORTED DRY GIN 
28086 Beefeater  94 0.750 12 15.59 187.08 8954033349
28087 Beefeater  94 1.000 12 21.60 259.20 8954033348
28088 Beefeater  94 1.750 6 33.07 198.42 8954033347
28206 Bombay  86 0.750 12 15.39 184.68 8048030002
28223 Bombay Sapphire  94 0.200 12 5.99 71.88 8048030114
28236 Bombay Sapphire  94 0.750 12 20.45 245.40 8048030102
28233 Bombay Sapphire  94 1.000 12 26.41 316.92 8144011311
28238 Bombay Sapphire  94 1.750 6 39.33 235.98 8048030100
28231 Bombay Sapphire Gin Mini  94 0.604 10 24.00 240.00 8048030104
28246 Boodles British  London Dry  90 0.750 12 13.64 163.68 8043240167
28625 Hendrick’s  88 0.750 6 24.38 146.28 8366499043
28718 Pinnacle  80 1.750 6 16.50 99.00 8970846922
28865 Tanqueray  94 0.375 24 10.35 248.40 8811011064
28866 Tanqueray  94 0.750 12 17.99 215.88 8807617514
28867 Tanqueray  94 1.000 12 22.48 269.76 8807617515
28868 Tanqueray  94 1.750 6 36.44 218.64 8807617516
28886 Tanqueray No. Ten  94 0.750 12 24.74 296.88 8811015860
28890 Tanqueray Rangpur  82 0.750 12 18.74 224.88 8807617520
BRANDY
 AMERICAN GRAPE BRANDY 
52216 Cedar Ridge Grape  80 0.750 6 28.13 168.78 5982400132
53652 Cedar Ridge Grappa  81 0.375 12 15.38 184.56 5982400108
52312 Christian Bros  80 0.200 24 2.68 64.32 8603681570
52314 Christian Bros  80 0.375 24 4.40 105.60 8603681567
52316 Christian Bros  80 0.750 12 8.26 99.12 8603681559
52318 Christian Bros  80 1.750 6 16.82 100.92 8603681547
52319 Christian Bros Round  80 1.000 12 10.41 124.92 8603682555
52317 Christian Bros Square  80 1.000 12 10.41 124.92 8603681555
52146 Christian Bros Traveler  80 0.750 12 8.26 99.12 8603670704
52186 Christian Bros VSOP Grand Reserve  80 0.750 12 9.83 117.96 8603671094
52593 E & J VS  80 0.200 24 2.68 64.32 0000854210
52594 E & J VS  80 0.375 24 4.40 105.60 0000854260
52596 E & J VS  80 0.750 12 8.26 99.12 0000854130
52598 E & J VS  80 1.750 6 16.82 100.92 0000854150
52591 E & J VS Mini  80 0.050 12 8.87 106.44 8500000340
52599 E & J VS Round  80 1.000 12 10.41 124.92 0000854290
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52597 E & J VS Square  80 1.000 12 10.41 124.92 0000854180
52595 E & J VS Traveler  80 0.750 12 8.26 99.12 8500001112
52580 E & J VSOP Superior Reserve  80 0.200 24 3.03 72.72 8500003794
52581 E & J VSOP Superior Reserve  80 0.375 24 4.79 114.96 0000853830
52582 E & J VSOP Superior Reserve  80 0.750 12 10.49 125.88 0000853810
52579 E & J VSOP Superior Reserve Mini  80 0.050 12 8.87 106.44 8500000386
52563 E & J XO Brandy  80 0.750 12 11.99 143.88 8500009154
52806 Korbel  80 0.750 12 8.54 102.48 8470400007
52808 Korbel  80 1.750 6 16.99 101.94 8470400009
53210 Paul Masson Grande Amber  80 0.100 48 1.50 72.00 2129600651
53213 Paul Masson Grande Amber  80 0.200 24 2.66 63.84 2129600603
53214 Paul Masson Grande Amber  80 0.375 24 4.57 109.68 2219600606
53216 Paul Masson Grande Amber  80 0.750 12 9.44 113.28 2129600601
53218 Paul Masson Grande Amber  80 1.750 6 17.99 107.94 2129660030
53211 Paul Masson Grande Amber Mini  80 0.050 10 7.92 79.20 2129660031
53206 Paul Masson Vsop Grande Amber Brandy  80 0.750 12 9.90 118.80 2129606309
53367 St. Charles  80 1.000 12 8.79 105.48 8068602620
53368 St. Charles  80 1.750 6 15.79 94.74 8068602610
 APRICOT BRANDY 
54056 Arrow  60 0.750 12 7.50 90.00 8835211860
54057 Arrow  60 1.000 12 9.17 110.04 8835211829
54436 Mr. Boston  70 0.750 12 6.74 80.88 8900001310
54444 Paramount  75 0.375 12 5.00 60.00 8681610839
54446 Paramount  75 0.750 12 7.82 93.84 8681610834
54447 Paramount  75 1.000 12 9.32 111.84 8681610833
54448 Paramount  75 1.750 6 16.12 96.72 8681610832
 BLACKBERRY BRANDY 
54646 Arrow  60 0.750 12 7.50 90.00 8835211983
54647 Arrow  60 1.000 12 9.17 110.04 8835211982
54706 Dekuyper  70 0.750 12 6.29 75.48 8068631505
55066 Mr. Boston  70 0.750 12 6.74 80.88 8900001314
55068 Mr. Boston  70 1.750 6 14.99 89.94 8900000193
55084 Paramount  75 0.375 12 5.00 60.00 8681610879
55086 Paramount  75 0.750 12 7.82 93.84 8681610874
55087 Paramount  75 1.000 12 9.32 111.84 8681610873
55088 Paramount  75 1.750 6 16.12 96.72 8681610872
55106 Phillips  70 0.750 12 7.13 85.56 8711601768
 CHERRY BRANDY 
55246 Arrow Wild Cherry  60 0.750 12 7.50 90.00 8835211894
55504 Paramount  75 0.375 12 5.00 60.00 8681610919
55506 Paramount  75 0.750 12 7.82 93.84 8681610914
 PEACH BRANDY 
56206 Paramount  75 0.750 12 7.82 93.84 8681610974
 MISCELLANEOUS  BRANDY 
53629 Cedar Ridge Apple  80 0.750 6 28.13 168.78 5982400133
53920 Two Jay’s  80 0.375 12 12.67 152.04 3621172044
 IMPORTED GRAPE BRANDY 
64795 Courvoisier Rose  36 0.750 12 20.98 251.76 8068697401
47790 Courvoisier VS Cognac  80 0.200 24 5.99 143.76 8068696109
47785 Courvoisier VS Cognac  80 0.375 12 10.49 125.88 8068696108
47786 Courvoisier VS Cognac  80 0.750 12 21.25 255.00 8068696104
47776 Courvoisier VSOP Cognac  80 0.750 12 29.12 349.44 8068696204
48154 Hennessy Black  86 0.375 12 17.24 206.88 8175381697
48146 Hennessy Black  86 0.750 12 32.25 387.00 8175381555
48095 Hennessy Vs Artistry By Kaws  80 0.750 12 25.59 307.08 8811015055
48102 Hennessy VS Cognac  80 0.101 8 54.00 432.00 8811015061
48103 Hennessy VS Cognac  80 0.200 48 7.50 360.00 8811015052
48104 Hennessy VS Cognac  80 0.375 24 13.13 315.12 8811015062
48106 Hennessy VS Cognac  80 0.750 12 25.88 310.56 8811015055
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48108 Hennessy VS Cognac  80 1.750 6 60.00 360.00 8811015058
48101 Hennessy VS Cognac Minis  80 0.050 10 36.00 360.00 8811015050
48144 Hennessy VSOP Privilege Cognac  80 0.375 24 24.38 585.12 8811015103
48116 Hennessy VSOP Privilege Cognac  80 0.750 12 42.00 504.00 8811015105
51506 Presidente Grape Brandy (Pedro Domecq)  80 0.750 12 11.24 134.88 8242202004
49084 Remy Martin 1738 Accord Royal  80 0.375 12 19.35 232.20 8723600290
49086 Remy Martin 1738 Accord Royal  80 0.750 6 39.72 238.32 8723600213
49175 Remy Martin VS Cognac  80 0.375 12 11.83 141.96 8723600173
49176 Remy Martin VS Cognac  80 0.750 12 23.98 287.76 8723600103
49185 Remy Martin VSOP (Flask)  80 0.375 12 15.11 181.32 8723600122
49189 Remy Martin VSOP Cognac  80 0.200 24 8.12 194.88 8723600113
49186 Remy Martin VSOP Cognac  80 0.750 12 31.25 375.00 8723600116
49156 Remy Martin XO Excellence  80 0.750 12 147.14 1765.68 8723600233
50686 St. Remy VSOP Napoleon Brandy  80 0.750 12 10.72 128.64 8723699200
51696 Stock 84 Brandy  80 0.750 12 9.09 109.08 8602400439
RUM
 BARBADOS RUM 
42666 Mt. Gay Eclipse  80 0.750 12 13.50 162.00 8723695003
 JAMAICA RUM 
42006 Appleton Estate V/X Light  80 0.750 12 13.45 161.40 8330004905
42166 Myers’s Rum Original Dark  80 0.750 12 14.24 170.88 0000877130
42167 Myers’s Rum Original Dark  80 1.000 12 17.93 215.16 0000877120
 PUERTO RICO & VIRGIN ISLANDS RUM 
43156 Bacardi 151 Proof  151 0.750 12 18.99 227.88 8048009540
43034 Bacardi Gold  80 0.375 24 6.46 155.04 8048002560
43036 Bacardi Gold  80 0.750 12 11.30 135.60 8048002540
43037 Bacardi Gold  80 1.000 12 14.14 169.68 8048002530
43038 Bacardi Gold  80 1.750 6 22.00 132.00 8048002520
43031 Bacardi Gold Mini  80 0.050 12 7.11 85.32 8048002620
43035 Bacardi Gold PET  80 0.750 12 11.30 135.60 8048002546
43046 Bacardi Select  80 0.750 12 11.30 135.60 8048005540
43048 Bacardi Select  80 1.750 6 22.00 132.00 8048005520
43123 Bacardi Superior  80 0.200 48 3.75 180.00 8048001570
43124 Bacardi Superior  80 0.375 24 6.45 154.80 8048001560
43126 Bacardi Superior  80 0.750 12 11.30 135.60 8048001540
43127 Bacardi Superior  80 1.000 12 14.14 169.68 8048001530
43128 Bacardi Superior  80 1.750 6 22.00 132.00 8048001520
43121 Bacardi Superior  Mini  80 0.050 12 7.11 85.32 8048001621
43125 Bacardi Superior PET  80 0.750 12 11.30 135.60 8048001545
44217 Barton Light  80 1.000 12 5.99 71.88 8066055953
43386 Castillo Silver  80 0.750 12 6.24 74.88 8048006540
43387 Castillo Silver  80 1.000 12 7.33 87.96 8048006530
43388 Castillo Silver  80 1.750 6 12.49 74.94 8048006520
46112 Cedar Ridge Dark  80 0.750 6 26.25 157.50 5982400129
46113 Clearheart  80 0.750 6 16.95 101.70 5982400100
44486 Cruzan Dark  80 0.750 12 10.23 122.76 8068696746
44487 Cruzan Dark  80 1.000 12 12.59 151.08 8068696748
44516 Cruzan Light  80 0.750 12 10.23 122.76 8068696765
43426 Don Q Cristal  80 0.750 12 9.74 116.88 8230175002
44603 Five O’Clock  80 1.000 12 6.55 78.60 8484861020
46351 Hawkeye Light  80 1.000 12 6.33 75.96 8835212234
46350 Hawkeye Light  80 1.750 6 11.33 67.98 8835212233
45246 Paramount Gold  80 0.750 12 5.77 69.24 8681612414
45247 Paramount Gold  80 1.000 12 6.50 78.00 8681612413
45248 Paramount Gold  80 1.750 6 11.37 68.22 8681612412
45245 Paramount Gold Traveler  80 0.750 12 5.77 69.24 8681612404
45274 Paramount White  80 0.375 12 4.25 51.00 8681612459
45276 Paramount White  80 0.750 12 5.77 69.24 8681612454
45277 Paramount White  80 1.000 12 6.50 78.00 8681612453
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45278 Paramount White  80 1.750 6 11.37 68.22 8681612452
45275 Paramount White Traveler  80 0.750 12 5.77 69.24 8681612464
45419 Phillips White  80 1.000 12 6.35 76.20 8711601152
45418 Phillips White  80 1.750 6 11.69 70.14 8711601151
43848 Ronrico Silver Label (PR)  80 1.750 6 11.02 66.12 8068614112
 FLAVORED RUM 
43076 Admiral Nelson Coconut  42 0.750 12 8.66 103.92 8835211948
43077 Admiral Nelson Coconut  42 1.000 12 10.91 130.92 8835211947
43163 Bacardi Arctic Grape Liqueur  70 0.750 12 12.49 149.88 8048040171
43051 Bacardi Dragon Berry  70 0.750 12 12.49 149.88 8048000027
43050 Bacardi Dragon Berry  70 1.000 12 15.35 184.20 8048000264
43134 Bacardi Limon  70 0.375 12 6.99 83.88 8048035560
43136 Bacardi Limon  70 0.750 12 12.49 149.88 8048035540
43137 Bacardi Limon  70 1.000 12 15.35 184.20 8048035530
43138 Bacardi Limon  70 1.750 6 23.49 140.94 8048035520
43116 Bacardi O  70 0.750 12 12.49 149.88 8048040002
43117 Bacardi O  70 1.000 12 15.35 184.20 8048040001
43066 Bacardi Peach Red  70 0.750 12 12.49 149.88 8048040204
43096 Bacardi Razz  70 0.750 12 12.49 149.88 8048040033
43097 Bacardi Razz  70 1.000 12 15.35 184.20 8048040032
43183 Bacardi Rock Coconut  70 0.750 12 12.49 149.88 8048040164
43197 Bacardi Torched Cherry  70 0.750 12 12.49 149.88 8048000098
43198 Bacardi Torched Cherry  70 1.000 12 15.35 184.20 8048000097
43415 Captain Morgan Lime Bite  70 0.750 12 12.74 152.88 8200075017
43416 Captain Morgan Lime Bite  70 1.000 12 16.49 197.88 8200075018
43410 Captain Morgan Parrot Bay Coconut  42 0.750 12 11.23 134.76 8700020221
43409 Captain Morgan Parrot Bay Coconut  42 1.000 12 13.55 162.60 8700020204
43232 Captain Morgan Parrot Bay Key Lime  42 0.750 12 11.23 134.76 8200074192
43287 Captain Morgan Parrot Bay Mango  42 0.750 12 11.23 134.76 8700050503
43219 Captain Morgan Parrot Bay Orange  42 0.750 12 11.23 134.76 8200000235
43226 Captain Morgan Parrot Bay Passion Fruit  42 0.750 12 11.23 134.76 8700050694
43282 Captain Morgan Parrot Bay Pineapple  42 0.750 12 11.23 134.76 8700050506
44350 Cherry Jack Rum  42 0.750 12 9.00 108.00 8284406042
44410 Coconut Jack Rum New 42 0.750 12 9.00 108.00 8284400042
44419 Cruzan Black Cherry  42 0.750 12 9.57 114.84 8068697013
44476 Cruzan Coconut  42 0.750 12 9.57 114.84 8068696771
44499 Cruzan Mango  42 0.750 12 9.57 114.84 8068697024
44536 Cruzan Orange Rum  42 0.750 12 9.57 114.84 8068697037
44456 Cruzan Raspberry  42 0.750 12 9.57 114.84 8068696773
44557 Cruzan Strawberry Rum  42 0.750 12 9.57 114.84 8068697309
44520 Cruzan Vanilla  55 0.750 12 9.57 114.84 8068696774
44662 Lady Bligh Cherry  48 1.000 12 9.99 119.88 8681656093
44664 Lady Bligh Mango  48 1.000 12 9.99 119.88 8681656113
42687 Malibu Black  70 0.750 12 12.60 151.20 8954052010
42665 Malibu Black Mini  70 0.500 12 4.95 59.40 8954052017
42714 Malibu Coconut  42 0.375 24 5.79 138.96 8954044903
42716 Malibu Coconut  42 0.750 12 10.35 124.20 8954044899
42717 Malibu Coconut  42 1.000 12 14.66 175.92 8954044897
42718 Malibu Coconut  42 1.750 6 22.35 134.10 8954044932
42712 Malibu Coconut Mini  42 0.050 12 7.43 89.16 8954045392
3036 Malibu Counter Unit Beach Party Pack  42 0.251 2 44.91 89.82 8954052014
42485 Malibu Cranberry Cherry  42 0.750 12 10.35 124.20 8954052012
42484 Malibu Cranberry Cherry Mini  42 0.500 12 4.95 59.40 8954052021
42723 Malibu Island Melon  42 0.750 12 10.35 124.20 8954051026
42699 Malibu Mango  42 0.750 12 10.35 124.20 8954046308
42676 Malibu Passion Fruit  42 0.750 12 10.35 124.20 8954047239
42703 Malibu Pineapple  42 0.750 12 10.35 124.20 8954046313
42312 Malibu Red New 70 0.750 12 13.86 166.32 8954052011
76216 Montego Bay Coconut Rum  42 0.750 12 8.66 103.92 8559214214
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45950 Tropical Jack Rum  42 0.750 12 9.00 108.00 8284400200
45995 Whipped Jack Rum  42 0.750 12 7.50 90.00 8284400210
 SPICED RUM 
43024 Admiral Nelson  70 0.375 24 4.11 98.64 8835211529
43026 Admiral Nelson  70 0.750 12 8.66 103.92 8835211528
43027 Admiral Nelson  70 1.000 12 10.91 130.92 8835211527
43028 Admiral Nelson  70 1.750 6 17.32 103.92 8835211526
43984 Admiral Nelson Cherry Spiced Rum  60 0.750 12 8.66 103.92 8835212680
43986 Admiral Nelson Cherry Spiced Rum  60 1.750 6 17.32 103.92 8835212682
43023 Admiral Nelson Spiced Rum 70 New 70 0.200 48 2.55 122.40 9674908630
43022 Admiral Nelson Spiced Rum Mini  70 3.018 12 5.66 67.92 8835211689
43025 Admiral Nelson Traveler  70 0.750 12 8.66 103.92 8835211728
43205 Bacardi Oakheart  70 0.750 12 12.74 152.88 8048000152
43206 Bacardi Oakheart  70 1.000 12 14.99 179.88 8048000151
44258 Blackheart Premium  93 0.750 12 11.91 142.92 9674901168
43333 Captain Morgan  70 0.200 48 3.00 144.00 8700050573
43334 Captain Morgan  70 0.375 24 6.45 154.80 0000872770
43336 Captain Morgan  70 0.750 12 12.74 152.88 0000872710
43337 Captain Morgan  70 1.000 12 16.49 197.88 0000872700
43338 Captain Morgan  70 1.750 6 25.48 152.88 8700020115
43244 Captain Morgan 100 Proof  100 0.750 12 14.99 179.88 8200074198
43331 Captain Morgan Mini  70 0.050 12 8.25 99.00 8700020116
43285 Captain Morgan PET  70 0.750 12 12.74 152.88 0000871930
43335 Captain Morgan PET  70 1.750 6 25.48 152.88 8200074456
43316 Captain Morgan Private Stock  80 0.750 12 17.18 206.16 8700020178
43296 Captain Morgan Silver  70 0.750 12 11.99 143.88 0000873320
43418 Captain Morgan Tattoo  70 0.750 12 12.31 147.72 8700050517
43368 Castillo  70 1.750 6 12.49 74.94 8048027520
46504 Kraken Black  94 0.750 12 14.99 179.88 8115313024
44657 Lady Bligh  72 1.000 12 9.49 113.88 8681651733
44658 Lady Bligh  72 1.750 6 14.53 87.18 8681651732
77318 Rondiaz Rum Spiced  60 1.750 6 15.00 90.00 8427990167
45884 Sailor Jerry  92 0.375 24 6.80 163.20 8366486446
45886 Sailor Jerry  92 0.750 12 12.62 151.44 8366486446
45887 Sailor Jerry  92 1.000 12 15.75 189.00 8366486837
45888 Sailor Jerry  92 1.750 6 26.73 160.38 8366486873
42984 Trader Vics Private Selection Spiced  70 1.750 6 15.00 90.00 8427997124
COCKTAIL
 AMERICAN COCKTAIL 
59160 1800 Ultimate Blueberry Rtd  19 1.750 6 14.24 85.44 1153801026
59154 1800 Ultimate Margarita  19 1.750 6 14.24 85.44 1153801915
59153 1800 Ultimate Pomegranate Margarita  19 1.750 6 14.24 85.44 1153801918
56828 Bacardi Cocktails Mojito  30 1.750 6 15.00 90.00 8048001511
57090 Bacardi Cocktails Pina Colada  30 1.750 6 15.00 90.00 8048000108
56850 Bacardi Party Drinks Bahama Mama  20 1.750 6 10.47 62.82 8048080604
56840 Bacardi Party Drinks Hurricane  25 1.750 6 10.47 62.82 8048080600
56846 Bacardi Party Drinks Rum Island Iced Tea  25 1.750 6 10.47 62.82 8048080602
56843 Bacardi Party Drinks Zombie  25 1.750 6 10.47 62.82 8048080615
57092 Bacardk Cocktails Strawberry Daiquiri  30 1.750 6 15.00 90.00 8048000107
56865 Baileys Mudslide  25 1.750 6 15.01 90.06 8200075508
56957 Bartenders Hot Sex  25 1.000 12 7.66 91.92 8438042503
56958 Bartenders Hot Sex  25 1.750 6 13.46 80.76 8438042501
58801 Captain Morgan Long Island Iced Tea  34 1.750 6 15.74 94.44 8200074350
57125 Chi-Chi’s Gold Margarita  25 1.750 6 9.74 58.44 8900054691
57120 Chi-Chi’s Long Island Iced Tea  25 1.750 6 9.74 58.44 8900054881
57148 Chi-Chi’s Margarita W/tequila  25 1.750 6 9.74 58.44 8900001875
57129 Chi-Chi’s Mexican Mudslide  25 1.750 6 9.74 58.44 8900054781
57157 Chi-Chi’s Pina Colada W/rum  25 1.750 6 9.74 58.44 8900050030
57174 Chi-chi’s Skinny Margarita  20 1.750 6 9.74 58.44 8900015559
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57158 Chi-Chi’s Strawberry Margarita W/tequila  20 1.750 6 9.74 58.44 8900001918
57144 Chi-Chi’s White Russian  25 1.750 6 9.74 58.44 8900054981
59037 Desert Island Long Island Ice Tea Cocktail  75 1.000 12 6.53 78.36 8193205611
41991 Firefly Skinny Tea  60 0.750 12 15.00 180.00 9729100013
59231 Ice Box Mudslide  25 1.750 6 10.52 63.12 8284452332
61752 Jeremiah Weed Half And Half  35 1.750 6 15.74 94.44 8200074694
58872 Jose Cuervo Authentic Light Margarita Lime  19 1.750 6 12.30 73.80 8200075510
58835 Jose Cuervo Authentic Lime Margarita  19 0.200 6 6.92 41.52 8200072992
58836 Jose Cuervo Authentic Lime Margarita  19 0.750 12 6.92 83.04 8200019033
58838 Jose Cuervo Authentic Lime Margarita  19 1.750 6 12.30 73.80 8200019032
58863 Jose Cuervo Authentic Pomegranate Margarita  19 1.750 6 12.30 73.80 8200074843
58866 Jose Cuervo Authentic Strawberry Margarita  19 0.750 12 6.92 83.04 8200019035
58868 Jose Cuervo Authentic Strawberry Margarita  19 1.750 6 12.30 73.80 8200019034
58873 Jose Cuervo Authentic Watermelon Margarita  19 1.750 6 12.30 73.80 8200075490
58876 Jose Cuervo Golden Margarita  25 0.750 12 9.62 115.44 8200073035
58875 Jose Cuervo Golden Margarita  25 1.750 6 15.74 94.44 8200073036
58860 Jose Cuervo Mango Margarita  19 1.750 6 12.30 73.80 8200074562
62061 Kahlua Frozen Mudslide  25 1.750 6 11.19 67.14 8954041637
62380 Malibu Caribbean Cosmo Cocktail In Bag  30 1.750 6 14.10 84.60 8954052004
62382 Malibu Rum Punch Cocktail In A Bag  30 1.750 6 14.10 84.60 8954052003
62384 Malibu Tropical Mojito Cocktail In A Bag  30 1.750 6 14.10 84.60 8954052005
62383 Malibu Tropical Sea Breeze Cocktail  30 1.750 6 14.10 84.60 8954052013
62400 Margaritaville Classic Lime Margarita  19 1.750 6 10.52 63.12 8835212511
62405 Margaritaville Last Mango Margarita  19 1.750 6 10.52 63.12 8835212513
62420 Margaritaville Skinny Margarita  20 1.750 6 10.52 63.12 8602400999
62096 Paramount Long Island Iced Tea  44 0.750 12 5.31 63.72 8681611014
62097 Paramount Long Island Iced Tea  72 1.000 12 6.46 77.52 8681611033
76767 Phillips Long Island Iced Tea  40 1.000 12 6.41 76.92 8711603662
62838 Purple Passion  26 1.750 6 8.86 53.16 8835212439
62837 Purple Passion 4 Pack  26 0.805 6 5.31 31.86 8835212442
63522 Salvador’s Margarita 4pak  26 0.800 6 5.31 31.86 8835212006
63528 Salvador’s Margarita PET  26 1.750 6 8.86 53.16 8835212008
63355 Skinny Girl Margarita  25 0.750 12 11.53 138.36 8920400075
77395 Skinnygirl White Cranberry Cosmo  19 0.750 12 11.53 138.36 8068611002
63730 Smirnoff Pomegranate Martini  30 1.750 6 15.74 94.44 8200074179
63352 Smirnoff Tuscan Lemonade  30 1.750 6 15.74 94.44 8200074352
77074 Southern Comfort Hurricane RTP  30 1.750 6 15.01 90.06 8854438516
63755 TGIF Fridays Mudslide  25 1.750 6 11.91 71.46 8200015770
63550 Tgif On The Rocks Long Island Ice Tea  30 0.750 12 5.73 68.76 8200016085
63825 Tgif On The Rocks Mudslide  20 0.750 12 5.73 68.76 8200070708
63792 Tgif On The Rocks Pina Colada  20 0.750 12 5.73 68.76 8200016100
63894 Tgif On The Rocks White Russian  25 0.750 12 5.73 68.76 8200072301
63798 TGIF Pina Colada  25 1.750 6 11.91 71.46 8200072323
71529 Tooters Ala Bama Slama  30 0.375 12 7.49 89.88 6231703070
77545 Tooters Apple-tini Mini  30 0.375 12 7.49 89.88 6231703098
72448 Tooters Blu-dacious Kamikazi Mini  30 0.375 12 7.49 89.88 6231703007
63959 Uv Blue Raspberry Lemonade PET  25 1.750 6 10.57 63.42 8711601380
63963 Uv Pink Lemonade Cocktail PET  25 1.750 6 10.57 63.42 8711601376
CORDIAL & LIQUEUR
 AMERICAN AMARETTO 
73986 Di Amore  42 0.750 12 8.99 107.88 8292839982
71886 E Dolce  42 0.750 12 5.13 61.56 8284458251
76486 Paramount  50 0.750 12 5.06 60.72 8681610034
76487 Paramount  50 1.000 12 6.06 72.72 8681660093
76488 Paramount  50 1.750 6 12.09 72.54 8681610032
 IMPORTED AMARETTO 
64136 Disaronno  56 0.750 12 19.99 239.88 5003701450
64135 Disaronno Amaretto  56 0.375 12 9.77 117.24 5003701451
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 ANISETTE 
85316 Paramount Anisette  50 0.750 12 6.86 82.32 8681610054
 COFFEE LIQUEUR 
72816 Caffe Lolita  40 0.750 12 7.50 90.00 8835212057
73136 Chila  48 0.750 12 7.62 91.44 8193205329
67426 Copa De Oro Mexican  42 0.750 12 7.94 95.28 9674900320
67524 Kahlua  40 0.375 24 9.65 231.60 8954014563
67526 Kahlua  40 0.750 12 17.42 209.04 8954012271
67527 Kahlua  40 1.000 12 22.22 266.64 8954012270
67528 Kahlua  40 1.750 6 35.76 214.56 8954012269
67536 Kahlua Especial  70 0.750 12 17.59 211.08 8954044706
67540 Kahlua French Vanilla  40 0.750 12 17.42 209.04 8954049339
67546 Kahlua Hazelnut  40 0.750 12 17.42 209.04 8954049343
67522 Kahlua Mini  40 0.050 12 13.60 163.20 8954012274
67571 Kahlua Mocha  40 0.750 12 17.42 209.04 8954050458
67575 Kahlua Peppermint Mocha  40 0.750 12 17.42 209.04 8954050462
67556 Kamora  40 0.750 12 9.44 113.28 8068625040
67557 Kamora  40 1.000 12 12.20 146.40 8068625020
67586 Kapali  53 0.750 12 8.58 102.96 8970800520
67595 Patron XO Café  70 0.750 6 21.74 130.44 2173300003
 CREAM LIQUEUR 
68022 Bailey’s Carmel Irish Cream  34 0.750 12 19.18 230.16 8676770176
68043 Bailey’s Coffee Irish Cream  34 0.750 12 19.18 230.16 8676770248
68028 Bailey’s Mint Chocolate Irish Cream  34 0.750 12 19.18 230.16 8676770178
68039 Bailey’s Original Irish Cream  34 0.100 4 43.07 172.28 8676770136
68034 Bailey’s Original Irish Cream  34 0.375 12 10.49 125.88 8676721009
68036 Bailey’s Original Irish Cream  34 0.750 12 19.18 230.16 8676721006
68037 Bailey’s Original Irish Cream  34 1.000 12 24.74 296.88 8676721004
68038 Bailey’s Original Irish Cream  34 1.750 6 38.24 229.44 8676721002
68031 Bailey’s Original Irish Cream Minis  34 0.050 4 37.86 151.44 8676721012
68126 Carolan’s Irish Cream  34 0.750 12 11.54 138.48 2105951750
68127 Carolan’s Irish Cream  34 1.000 12 14.65 175.80 8954018731
80136 E & J Cask & Cream  34 0.750 12 7.49 89.88 0000853960
68306 Emmets Irish Cream  34 0.750 12 8.99 107.88 8676724006
74086 Godiva  30 0.750 12 24.62 295.44 8700000311
74090 Godiva White Chocolate  30 0.750 12 24.62 295.44 8700000551
74763 Hot Rose Cinnamon Cream Liqueur  30 0.750 12 15.07 180.84 8559214355
74760 Hot Rose Cinnamon Cream Liqueur Mini  30 0.500 6 8.05 48.30 8559214358
68611 Mc Cormick’s Irish Cream  34 0.750 12 9.59 115.08 8559211704
80326 Mc Guires Original  34 0.750 12 9.60 115.20 8193205350
80456 Ryan’s  34 0.750 12 10.04 120.48 8284458043
80457 Ryan’s  34 1.000 12 10.83 129.96 8284458042
80458 Ryan’s  34 1.750 6 17.31 103.86 8284400023
68846 St. Brendan’s Superior Irish Cream  34 0.750 12 11.53 138.36 8835210726
68842 St. Brendan’s Superior Irish Cream  34 1.000 12 16.03 192.36 8835211508
65200 Tequila Rose  30 0.750 12 15.07 180.84 8559212103
65199 Tequila Rose  30 1.000 12 17.99 215.88 8559212103
65204 Tequila Rose Mini  30 0.050 6 9.95 59.70 8559212108
80504 Tres Leches Cream  34 0.750 6 15.03 90.18 1245901017
 CREME DE ALMOND 
80396 Paramount Creme De Almond  50 0.750 12 6.65 79.80 8681610014
 DARK CREME DE CACAO 
78036 Arrow  34 0.750 12 6.46 77.52 8835211872
78456 Paramount  50 0.750 12 6.66 79.92 8681610094
 WHITE CREME DE CACAO 
78616 Arrow  34 0.750 12 6.58 78.96 8835211871
78866 Paramount  50 0.750 12 6.66 79.92 8681610114
 GREEN CREME DE MENTHE 
79026 Arrow  34 0.750 12 6.58 78.96 8835211874
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79336 Paramount  50 0.750 12 6.66 79.92 8681610154
 WHITE CREME DE MENTHE 
79816 Paramount  50 0.750 12 6.66 79.92 8681610174
 PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 
80574 Arrow  54 0.375 24 3.38 81.12 8835211903
80576 Arrow  54 0.750 12 5.95 71.40 8835211885
80577 Arrow  54 1.000 12 6.05 72.60 8835211848
80578 Arrow  54 1.750 6 10.56 63.36 8835211825
80571 Arrow Mini  54 0.050 12 6.81 81.72 8835211753
80686 Dekuyper Blustery Peppermint Burst  60 0.750 12 5.15 61.80 8068633302
80687 Dekuyper Blustery Peppermint Burst  60 1.000 12 5.78 69.36 8068635320
80826 Ice 101  101 0.750 12 14.01 168.12 8970800351
80827 Ice 101  101 1.000 12 14.80 177.60 8970800350
83370 Ice Hole Mint  75 0.750 12 7.73 92.76 8711603560
81204 Paramount  50 0.375 12 3.41 40.92 8681610199
81206 Paramount  50 0.750 12 5.55 66.60 8681610194
81207 Paramount  50 1.000 12 6.08 72.96 8681610193
81208 Paramount  50 1.750 6 10.62 63.72 8681610192
81196 Paramount Traveler  50 0.750 12 5.55 66.60 8681610184
81406 Thunder 101  101 0.750 12 9.64 115.68 8681611134
 APPLE SCHNAPPS 
84159 99 Apples  99 0.750 12 14.25 171.00 8900011835
82604 DeKuyper Sour Apple Pucker  30 0.375 24 4.59 110.16 8068639560
82606 DeKuyper Sour Apple Pucker  30 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068639540
82607 DeKuyper Sour Apple Pucker  30 1.000 12 11.02 132.24 8068639520
82600 DeKuyper Sour Apple Pucker PET  30 1.750 6 16.53 99.18 8068639512
82605 DeKuyper Sour Apple Pucker Traveler  30 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068639543
73482 DeKuyper Washington Apple  40 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068661007
84710 Paramount  43 1.000 12 7.95 95.40 8681611093
 BUTTERSCOTCH SCHNAPPS 
81966 Arrow Mcdale’s  30 0.750 12 5.95 71.40 8835211865
82784 DeKuyper Buttershots  30 0.375 24 4.59 110.16 8068631960
82786 DeKuyper Buttershots  30 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068631940
82787 DeKuyper Buttershots  30 1.000 12 11.02 132.24 8068631920
82780 DeKuyper Buttershots Traveler  30 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068631943
83363 Ice Hole  80 0.750 12 7.73 92.76 8711603553
84486 Paramount  44 0.750 12 5.95 71.40 8681610694
 CINNAMON SCHNAPPS 
71446 After Shock Cinnamon  80 0.750 12 17.31 207.72 8068628140
71441 After Shock Cinnamon Mini  80 0.050 12 23.74 284.88 8068628190
82613 DeKuyper Hot Damn!  30 0.375 24 4.59 110.16 8068637360
82611 DeKuyper Hot Damn!  30 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068637340
82610 DeKuyper Hot Damn!  30 1.000 12 11.02 132.24 8068637320
82881 DeKuyper Hot Damn! 100 Proof  100 0.750 12 10.15 121.80 8068637440
82618 DeKuyper Hot Damn! PET  30 1.750 6 15.75 94.50 8068637312
82612 DeKuyper Hot Damn! Traveler  30 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068637343
82956 Firewater  100 0.750 12 14.01 168.12 8970800015
82957 Firewater  100 1.000 12 14.80 177.60 8970800048
82926 Gold Rush  76 0.750 12 12.71 152.52 8970800275
84636 Phillips Hot 100  100 0.750 12 10.41 124.92 8711601761
 GRAPE SCHNAPPS 
82636 DeKuyper Grape Pucker  30 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068639340
82637 DeKuyper Grape Pucker  30 1.000 12 11.02 132.24 8068639320
 PEACH SCHNAPPS 
82126 Arrow  34 0.750 12 5.95 71.40 8835211884
82127 Arrow  34 1.000 12 6.92 83.04 8835211847
82844 DeKuyper Peachtree  30 0.375 24 4.59 110.16 8068636560
82846 DeKuyper Peachtree  30 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068636540
82847 DeKuyper Peachtree  30 1.000 12 11.02 132.24 8068636520
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82849 DeKuyper Peachtree  PET  30 1.750 6 16.53 99.18 8068636512
82840 DeKuyper Peachtree Traveler  30 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068636543
84456 Paramount  44 0.750 12 5.95 71.40 8681610654
84457 Paramount  44 1.000 12 6.98 83.76 8681610653
 RASPBERRY SCHNAPPS 
82146 Arrow  34 0.750 12 5.95 71.40 8835211886
82147 Arrow  34 1.000 12 6.56 78.72 8835211849
73456 DeKuyper Luscious Razzmatazz  33 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068635640
82836 DeKuyper Raspberry Pucker  30 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068639840
82837 DeKuyper Raspberry Pucker  30 1.000 12 10.30 123.60 8068639820
 ROOT BEER SCHNAPPS 
82456 Blackmaker Rootbeer  70 0.750 12 14.80 177.60 8970861950
82826 DeKuyper  45 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068634703
82827 DeKuyper  45 1.000 12 11.02 132.24 8068634701
84616 Phillips  41 0.750 12 6.79 81.48 8711603156
84617 Phillips  41 1.000 12 7.33 87.96 8711603461
 SPEARMINT SCHNAPPS 
82186 Arrow  54 0.750 12 5.95 71.40 8835211888
82187 Arrow  54 1.000 12 6.56 78.72 8835211852
 STRAWBERRY SCHNAPPS 
82820 DeKuyper Strawberry Pucker  30 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068618440
84496 Paramount  44 0.750 12 5.95 71.40 8681610534
 TROPICAL FRUIT SCHNAPPS 
82856 DeKuyper Island Punch Pucker  30 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068634040
82857 DeKuyper Island Punch Pucker  30 1.000 12 11.02 132.24 8068634020
83906 Maui Blue Hawaiian  30 0.750 12 5.50 66.00 8970800336
83907 Maui Blue Hawaiian  30 1.000 12 6.81 81.72 8970800335
 WATERMELON SCHNAPPS 
82866 DeKuyper Watermelon Pucker  30 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068639640
82867 DeKuyper Watermelon Pucker  30 1.000 12 11.02 132.24 8068639620
 MISCELLANEOUS SCHNAPPS 
84170 99 Bananas  99 0.750 12 14.25 171.00 8066062005
84166 99 Blackberries  99 0.750 12 14.25 171.00 8900051595
84144 99 Grapes  99 0.750 12 14.25 171.00 8900099077
73516 DeKuyper Cactus Juice  30 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068632240
73517 DeKuyper Cactus Juice  30 1.000 12 11.02 132.24 8068632220
82626 DeKuyper Cherry Pucker  30 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068639440
82627 DeKuyper Cherry Pucker  30 1.000 12 11.02 132.24 8068639420
82757 DeKuyper Cranberry  30 1.000 12 11.02 132.24 8068633120
82898 DeKuyper Mixed Berry Medley  30 1.000 12 11.02 132.24 8068636920
2948 Dekuyper Pucker 50ml Summer Pack  30 0.500 10 8.40 84.00 8068668901
83356 Ice Hole Plum Schnapps  40 0.750 12 7.73 92.76 8711603575
67296 Yukon Jack Perma Frost  100 0.750 12 12.81 153.72 8200012487
 IMPORTED SCHNAPPS 
69611 Dr. Mcgillicuddy’s Apple Pie Schnapps  42 0.750 12 12.48 149.76 8800400972
69634 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Cherry  30 0.375 24 7.99 191.76 8800414824
69636 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Cherry  30 0.750 12 12.99 155.88 8800414822
69637 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Cherry  30 1.000 12 16.50 198.00 8800414821
69638 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Cherry  30 1.750 6 19.99 119.94 8800414820
69639 Dr. Mcgillicuddy’s Cherry Dispenser  48 3.018 1 44.58 44.58 8800414826
69646 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Lemon Drop  42 0.750 12 12.99 155.88 8800400220
69654 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Mentholmint  48 0.375 24 7.99 191.76 8800414406
69656 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Mentholmint  48 0.750 12 12.99 155.88 8800414404
69657 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Mentholmint  48 1.000 12 16.50 198.00 8800414403
69658 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Mentholmint  48 1.750 6 19.99 119.94 8800414402
69706 Dr. Mcgillicuddy’s Root Beer Schnapps  42 0.750 12 12.48 149.76 8800400960
69666 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Vanilla  48 0.750 12 12.99 155.88 8800414464
69667 Dr. McGillicuddy’s Vanilla  48 1.000 12 16.50 198.00 8800414453
69661 Dr. Mcgillicuddy’s Vanilla Mini Dispenser  48 0.500 12 4.00 48.00 8800414491
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65065 Goldschlager Cinnamon  87 0.375 12 9.79 117.48 8676770075
65066 Goldschlager Cinnamon  87 0.750 12 17.99 215.88 8676750006
65061 Goldschlager Cinnamon Mini  87 0.050 10 22.56 225.60 8676750012
69945 Rumple Minze Peppermint  100 0.375 12 9.79 117.48 8676770065
69946 Rumple Minze Peppermint  100 0.750 12 17.99 215.88 8676752006
69947 Rumple Minze Peppermint  100 1.000 12 22.49 269.88 8676752004
69941 Rumple Minze Peppermint Mini  100 0.050 8 31.81 254.48 8676752022
 TRIPLE SEC 
86112 DeKuyper  30 1.000 12 3.32 39.84 8068638120
86190 Hiram Walker  30 1.000 12 3.49 41.88 8954035163
86250 Juarez  30 0.750 12 3.75 45.00 8835211007
86251 Juarez  30 1.000 12 3.31 39.72 8835210998
86310 La Prima  30 1.000 12 3.99 47.88 8681655333
86390 Montezuma  30 1.000 12 3.19 38.28 8066065013
86506 Paramount  50 0.750 12 4.99 59.88 8681610274
86507 Paramount  50 1.000 12 5.62 67.44 8681610273
86637 Tortilla  27 1.000 12 4.50 54.00 8193206952
 ROCK & RYE 
85796 Mr. Boston Rock & Rye  54 0.750 12 7.39 88.68 8900001358
 WHISKEY LIQUEUR 
73702 Evan Williams Honey Reserve  70 0.750 12 11.91 142.92 9674902180
64862 Fireball Cinnamon Whiskey  66 0.375 12 7.99 95.88 8800414472
64866 Fireball Cinnamon Whiskey  80 0.750 12 12.99 155.88 8800414668
64867 Fireball Cinnamon Whiskey  80 1.000 12 16.50 198.00 8800414467
64868 Fireball Cinnamon Whiskey  66 1.750 6 19.99 119.94 8800400928
64858 Fireball Cinnamon Whiskey Mini Dispenser  66 3.018 1 44.58 44.58 8800414470
65185 Irish Mist  70 0.750 6 17.74 106.44 2105950750
86666 Jeremiah Weed 100prf Bourbon  100 0.750 12 9.64 115.68 8200015484
86883 Southern Comfort  70 0.200 48 3.76 180.48 8854401916
86884 Southern Comfort  70 0.375 24 6.80 163.20 8854401913
86886 Southern Comfort  70 0.750 12 14.04 168.48 8854401905
86887 Southern Comfort  70 1.000 12 17.01 204.12 8854401894
86888 Southern Comfort  70 1.750 6 27.21 163.26 8854401891
86916 Southern Comfort 100 PRF  100 0.750 12 17.47 209.64 8854401815
86918 Southern Comfort 100 PRF  100 1.750 6 33.34 200.04 8854401801
86812 Southern Comfort Fiery Pepper  70 0.750 12 14.04 168.48 8854400051
77089 Southern Comfort Lime  55 0.750 12 14.04 168.48 0885400005
86881 Southern Comfort Mini  70 0.050 12 7.06 84.72 8854401918
86885 Southern Comfort PET  70 0.750 12 14.04 168.48 8854401431
86796 Southern Host Whiskey  100 0.750 12 7.25 87.00 9674921388
77776 Wild Turkey American  71 0.750 12 15.75 189.00 8043256017
67264 Yukon Jack Canadian Liqueur  100 0.375 24 7.03 168.72 8200012538
67266 Yukon Jack Canadian Liqueur  100 0.750 12 12.81 153.72 8200012525
67267 Yukon Jack Canadian Liqueur  100 1.000 12 16.81 201.72 8200012504
 DISTILLED SPIRITS SPECIALTY 
75087 Juarez Gold  80 1.000 12 7.13 85.56 8835211951
76227 Montezuma Blue  80 1.000 12 6.24 74.88 8066035203
73050 Rumchata  27 0.750 6 18.75 112.50 9035505119
77487 Tortilla Gold DSS  80 1.000 12 6.76 81.12 8193267826
77497 Tortilla Silver DSS  80 1.000 12 6.76 81.12 8193267426
67067 Ty Ku Super Premium Soju  48 0.750 6 24.50 147.00 3604051280
 MISC. AMERICAN CORDIAL & LIQUEUR 
72953 Cedar Ridge Lamponcella  64 0.375 12 12.00 144.00 5982400102
72950 Cedar Ridge Lemoncella  64 0.375 12 12.00 144.00 5982400114
72722 Christian Brothers Honey  70 0.750 12 10.38 124.56 8603686277
64820 Davinia Hazelnut  48 0.750 6 16.11 96.66 8681657004
73533 Dekuyper 03  80 0.750 12 18.10 217.20 8068640502
85526 Dekuyper Blue Curacao  48 0.750 12 7.87 94.44 8068631602
73526 DeKuyper Melon Liqueur  46 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068634540
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73596 DeKuyper Michigan Cherry  30 0.750 12 9.45 113.40 8068641501
80096 DeKuyper Signature Creme De Banana  56 0.750 12 7.87 94.44 8068633302
74165 Grand Muriel Orange  80 0.750 6 16.87 101.22 8681660844
74470 Hiram Walker Caramel Apple  30 0.750 12 5.99 71.88 8954052026
75210 Kinky Liqueur  34 0.750 6 15.00 90.00 8427998343
75208 Kinky Liqueur  34 3.018 6 7.00 42.00 8427998597
76478 Pama Pomegranate  34 0.750 6 19.99 119.94 9674994003
85606 Paramount Blue Curacao  30 0.750 12 4.86 58.32 8681610144
76526 Paramount Melon  44 0.750 12 7.56 90.72 8681610414
66862 Stirrings Peach Liqueur  36 0.750 12 9.74 116.88 8200000276
66863 Stirrings Pomegranate Liqueur  36 0.750 12 9.74 116.88 8200000277
77560 Thatcher’s Apple Spice Ginger  30 0.750 6 13.38 80.28 9881700021
77558 Thatcher’s Blood Orange  30 0.750 6 13.38 80.28 9881700023
77562 Thatcher’s Cucumber  30 0.750 6 13.38 80.28 9881700021
77564 Thatcher’s Elderflower  30 0.750 6 13.38 80.28 9881700020
77570 Travis Hasse’s Apple Pie  40 0.750 12 11.91 142.92 9645900202
77568 Travis Hasse’s Cherry Pie  30 0.750 12 11.91 142.92 9645900203
IMPORTED CORDIAL & LIQUEUR
 MISC. IMPORTED CORDIAL & LIQUEUR 
64000 Absente  110 0.750 12 32.50 390.00 8976821102
64098 Agavero Orange Tequila Liqueur  64 0.750 6 16.50 99.00 1153801201
64336 B&B D.O.M  80 0.750 12 28.99 347.88 8048054540
64356 Barenjager Imp Honey  70 0.750 6 22.38 134.28 8308950000
64446 Berentzen Apfel Korn  40 0.750 12 15.18 182.16 8366470065
64636 Campari Italian Aperitivo  48 0.750 12 21.48 257.76 8676335006
64601 Caravella Limoncello  56 0.750 6 16.87 101.22 8066077605
64676 Chambord Liqueur Royale De France  33 0.750 12 27.84 334.08 8330003453
64736 Citronge  80 0.750 12 20.63 247.56 2173300004
64776 Cointreau Liqueur  80 0.750 12 34.96 419.52 8723656510
69610 Dr. Mcgillicuddy’s Apple Pie  42 3.018 1 44.58 44.58 8800400975
69704 Dr. Mcgillicuddy’s Root Beer  42 3.018 1 44.58 44.58 8800400963
64876 Drambuie Scotch  80 0.750 12 28.99 347.88 8048030202
64996 Frangelico  40 0.750 12 19.52 234.24 8366437134
65017 Galliano  84 0.375 24 15.34 368.16 8366487015
65124 Grand Marnier Cordon Rouge  80 0.375 24 20.03 480.72 8811093104
65126 Grand Marnier Cordon Rouge  80 0.750 12 34.96 419.52 8811093103
65127 Grand Marnier Cordon Rouge  80 1.000 12 38.31 459.72 8811093102
66936 Grangala Triple Orange  80 0.750 12 16.49 197.88 8235230023
65194 Hpnotiq  34 0.375 12 9.52 114.24 7360400126
65195 Hpnotiq  34 0.750 6 17.52 105.12 3604001106
65188 Hpnotiq  34 1.750 3 31.99 95.97 3604001286
65229 Hpnotiq Harmonie  34 0.750 6 17.52 105.12 9674900314
65191 Hpnotiq Mini  34 0.050 8 18.66 149.28 3604001287
65253 Jagermeister  70 0.200 48 5.20 249.60 8308966040
65254 Jagermeister  70 0.375 24 9.34 224.16 8308966035
65256 Jagermeister  70 0.750 12 17.37 208.44 8308952400
65257 Jagermeister  70 1.000 12 22.39 268.68 8308966015
65258 Jagermeister  70 1.750 6 38.53 231.18 8308966017
65251 Jagermeister Mini  70 0.050 5 39.75 198.75 8308966010
65426 Licor 43  62 0.750 12 19.11 229.32 8366485354
65536 Lucid Absinthe  124 0.750 6 48.74 292.44 9492274377
65896 Metaxa Ouzo  80 0.750 12 13.86 166.32 8144056806
67006 Midori Melon  40 0.750 12 16.46 197.52 8885700330
66050 Nuvo  30 0.375 12 14.90 178.80 3604050689
66052 Nuvo  30 0.750 12 22.49 269.88 8807617233
66107 Or-g  34 0.750 6 18.74 112.44 9809300223
64816 Romana Black Sambuca  80 0.750 12 18.74 224.88 8676722106
66636 Romana Sambuca Italian Liquore  84 0.750 12 18.74 224.88 8676722006
67186 Tuaca  70 0.750 12 16.41 196.92 8330004477
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67159 Ty Ku Premium Liqueur  40 0.750 6 24.50 147.00 3604001872
67192 X Rated Fusion  34 0.750 6 21.99 131.94 8142501401
67194 X Rated Fusion  34 1.000 6 28.00 168.00 8142542006
AMERICAN ALCOHOL
 AMERICAN ALCOHOL 
41846 Everclear  151 0.750 12 12.03 144.36 8835212309
DECANTERS & SPECIALTY ITEMS
 DECANTERS & SPECIALTY PACKAGES 
2878 Absolut Zing Zang Bloody Mary Mix  80 1.750 3 29.81 89.43 8043210693
3128 Jagermeister Flask Pack  70 0.375 12 9.35 112.20 8308966093
3310 Jagermeister W/ Flask New 70 0.750 12 17.37 208.44 8308966098
DISCLAIMER: Prices in this publication reflect the current pricing for the applicable period. Other 
factors affect the final wholesale price, including the 9 cent bottle deposit and surcharge, 50 cents 
per bottle split case fee, as well as any temporary price reductions and other specials offered by 
suppliers.
By roBerT PloTkin
Note: This excerpt is printed with permission from 
the September/October 2011 issue of StateWays—
the Beverage Alcohol merchandising magazine for 
Control States. 
Liqueurs have been instrumental in 
the ongoing renaissance of the cocktail. 
With few exceptions, they’re the essential 
components in most great cocktails and 
specialty drinks, making them franchise 
players in modern mixology. Their bril-
liant flavors and lush, satiny textured 
bodies render them capable of tempering 
the enthusiasm of high-octane spirits and 
transforming different ingredients into 
joy-inducing libations. Without a varied 
complement of liqueurs on store shelves, 
drink-making abilities shift into low gear.
The truth of the matter is that liqueurs 
are in style anytime, at any occasion, and 
in any season. All self-respecting retailers 
need a complement of liqueurs and cor-
dials at the ready if they are to satisfy the 
wants of parched partygoers.
The adage that people buy on Saturday 
what they drink Friday night suggests a 
clear path how to increase retail liqueur 
sales. Consumers have taken to cocktails 
in a big way. Re-creating their favorite 
concoctions at home for friends requires 
them venturing into your store for the 
ingredients—a few of which will assuredly 
be liqueurs.
Liqueurs—Always in Season 
Consumers have taken to cocktails in a big way. Re-creating their favorite concoctions at home 
for friends requires them venturing into your store for the ingredients—a few of which will 
assuredly be liqueurs.
CREATE YOuR OWn FAVORITE COCkTAIL 
Offer your customers—or encourage them to create—“new” cocktails using 
their favorite liqueurs. Start with basic drink recipes, and add the flavors of 
choice. With such a wide variety of flavored liqueurs on the market and with 
new flavors constantly being added, the possibilities are endless!
Basic Gelatin-Liqueur Shooter 
Serve in chilled shot glasses (this recipe makes 4-5 shooters).
1 (3-ounce) box gelatin of choice
¾  cup boiling water
¾  cup liqueur of choice
Dissolve the gelatin in the boiling water. Add the liqueur of choice, stir gently until thoroughly 
mixed, and let cool slightly. Pour into 4 or 5 prepared shot glasses; chill.
Basic Margarita 
Serve in a chilled margarita glass rimmed as desired.
1½ ounces white or gold tequila
½ ounce liqueur of choice
Juice of ½ large lime or other complementary fruit
Garnish: wedge or slice of lime or other complementary fruit
Pour all of the ingredients except the garnish into a shaker; fill the shaker with ice, and shake 
vigorously. Strain the mixed drink into the prepared serving glass; garnish with fruit.
Basic Straight-Up Martini 
Serve in a chilled cocktail glass.
1½ ounces chilled vodka or flavored vodka
Generous dash dry vermouth
Generous dash sweet vermouth
1-2 splashes liqueur of choice
Olive, cocktail onion, or other garnish that complements the liqueur
Pour the vodka into a mixing glass or shaker half filled with ice; add dashes of dry and sweet 
vermouth and the liqueur of choice (vary the amount of vermouth depending on whether it 
needs to be a dry or wet/sweet martini). Stir or shake gently to mix, and immediately strain into 
the prepared serving glass over fresh ice, if desired. Garnish as desired.
Basic Daiquiri 
Serve in a chilled cocktail glass.
1½-2 ounces light rum
½-3⁄4 ounce freshly squeezed lime or other fruit juice
1-1½ teaspoons sugar syrup
½-3⁄4 ounce liqueur of choice
Garnish: wedge or slice of complementary fruit
Combine the rum, juice, sugar syrup, and liqueur in a blender with fresh, clean cracked ice; 
blend until smooth. Pour into the prepared serving glass, and garnish with the fruit.
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It may only be February, but one sign that spring is just around the corner is the 
excitement that comes with the culmination of 
the college basketball season known as “March 
Madness.” Many people throughout the country 
strategically make their hopeful winning picks, 
all the while knowing that their wager may be lost 
if they are not accurate in their selections. This 
seemingly acceptable practice of placing wagers 
on “March Madness” games is not without 
consequence however. With wagering activities 
such as this taking place in bars and restaurants 
where beer and liquor is sold, licensees should 
be aware of what is permissible under Iowa law.
 Whether it’s a restaurant conducting a sports 
betting pool or a bar allowing customers to play 
a game of Texas Hold’em, on-premises licensees 
are required to obtain a social gambling license. 
An establishment with a social gambling 
license may permit two types of gambling on 
its premises; gambling between individuals and 
sports betting pools. 
Gambling Between 
Individuals 
 In establishments with a social gambling 
license, gambling may occur between patrons 
who are together for purposes other than 
gambling. Therefore, a social relationship must 
exist beyond that apparent in the gambling 
situation. Gambling on small stakes card and 
parlor games such as cribbage, darts and 
pool is allowed with a social gambling license. 
No casino-style games, other than poker, are 
permissible but poker tournaments are never 
authorized with a social gambling license. 
A licensee or its employees cannot sponsor, 
conduct or promote any game. A participant 
cannot win or lose more than a total of $50 in a 
24-hour time period.
Sports Betting Pools 
 An establishment with a social gambling 
license may conduct a sports betting pool if the 
game is publicly displayed and the rules of the 
game, including the cost per participant and 
the amount of the prizes, are clearly displayed 
on or near the pool. A participant cannot wager 
more than $5 and the maximum winnings to all 
participants in the pool cannot exceed $500. All 
money wagered must be awarded to participants. 
The sports betting pool can only be used for 
one sporting event and must consist of a grid 
compliant with Iowa statute. Because of this 
requirement, the NCAA Basketball Tournament 
brackets are not legal at liquor establishments. 
For additional information on how to conduct a 
sports betting pool in grid format please refer to 
Iowa Code section 99B.6(7). 
Poker Tournaments, Poker 
Runs and Raffles 
 A social gambling license does not allow 
licensees to conduct poker tournaments, poker 
runs or raffles. These activities can only be 
conducted by a licensed charitable organization. 
A poker run is an organized event where 
participants must visit checkpoints, drawing a 
playing card at each one. The object is to have 
the best poker hand at the end of the run. Raffles 
are defined as a lottery where each patron buys 
a ticket for a chance at a prize, with the winner 
determined by a random method. The winner 
does not have to be present to win. 
Already Hold a Social 
Gambling License?
 If you have a social gambling license, 
please check your license to ensure it has not 
expired. The Department of Inspections and 
Appeals (DIA) currently does not provide notice to 
licensees of their renewal date. Social gambling 
occurring on a premise with an expired license 
subjects the licensee to the same penalties as 
not having one at all.
Penalties
 Gambling that occurs at an establishment 
licensed for on-premises consumption without 
a social gambling license is a violation of Iowa 
law. First offense violators may face fines up to 
$1,000 and suspensions lasting up to 21 days. 
Don’t Take a Gamble with 
Your Alcohol License!
 DIA recommends that all on-premises 
licensees obtain a social gambling license. To 
apply for a social gambling license, complete 
a paper or online application, both of which 
are accessible on DIA’s website. Along with the 
application, applicants must provide a letter on 
official letterhead from a financial institution 
or other entity, stating the establishment has 
an account in good standing. If conducting a 
sports betting pool, a copy of the grid and an 
explanation of how the pool will be conducted 
must also accompany the application. A social 
gambling license costs $150 and is valid for two 
years from the date issued. Applications must be 
submitted at least 30 days before the beginning 
date requested.
 Visit www.dia.iowa.gov/page5.html for rules 
and regulations regarding social gambling. 
If you have further questions, please contact 
the Social and Charitable Gambling Unit at 
(515) 281-6848. 
You have questions. 
WE HAVE ANSWERS. 
Do you have a question about 
Iowa laws, administrative 
rules or ABD policies? Submit 
your questions by email to 
Schaffer@IowaABD.com and use 
“legally speaking” as the subject 
of your email. We’ll answer your 
questions immediately, but also 
print answers here for others to 







Scan the icon below with your mobile phone to 
read more Legally Speaking articles.
Get the free mobile app at http://gettag.mobi
Note: This excerpt is printed with permission from 
the January/February 2011 issue of StateWays—
the Beverage Alcohol merchandising magazine for 
Control States. 
Though Ireland’s banks may have fallen 
on hard times, the luck of the Irish con-
tinues when it comes to that Emerald 
Isle’s whiskies, cordials, and ales. Indeed, 
the Irish whiskey category is the prover-
bial pot of gold; uS sales have been grow-
ing in the double digits for years now and 
show no signs of abating. The reasons 
for this popularity are several, includ-
ing the spirit’s natural approachability 
and relative affordability, new expres-
sions expanding its range and appeal, the 
whiskey’s ancient heritage, and its, well, 
“Irishness”—the convivial connotations 
attending the entire Irish drinks category.
Among the spirits categories, Irish whis-
key was the best performer, percentage-
wise, in the uS market in 2009 with an 
increase of 13% (17.5% in the control 
states). “The Irish whiskey segment is def-
initely growing ahead of other whiskies,” 
says Yvonne Briese, marketing director at 
Diageo for north American Whiskey and 
Irish.
Irish eyes are smiling not just on whis-
kies, but on Irish creams and other cor-
dials and Irish beer brands as well. As for 
Irish beer and ale, that segment is doing 
well, judging by category leader Guinness.
Aside from solid growth, there is other 
news from the Irish drinks category: 
an acquisition, repackaging, and new 
entrants. William Grant & Sons acquired 
the Tullamore Dew Irish Whiskey brand 
in January 2011. “Whiskey is part of 
William Grant’s foundation; the com-
pany was built on Glenfiddich Scotch 
Whiskey,” notes category marketing direc-
tor ken Reilly, explaining some of the rea-
soning behind the acquisition. “We have 
a bourbon in our portfolio as well. What 
was missing was a premium Irish whiskey.
“Irish whiskey has seen a number 
of new entries in the higher vari-
ants, like single malt and sin-
gle pot still whiskies,” observes 
Reilly. “This is expanding 
the category’s shelf presence 
in liquor stores and engaging more 
consumers.”
“We believe there is a lot of trial com-
ing from other whiskey drinkers as well 
as non-whiskey drinkers,” adds Yvonne 
Briese. She also believes that the single 
malts, a relatively rare style among Irish 
whiskies, has crossover appeal to Scotch 
whisky drinkers.
The general feeling in the industry is 
upbeat, especially in the Irish whiskey 
category, which seems to have weath-
ered the economy well. “We’re seeing 
signs that things are slowly getting better,” 
says Bill Topf, vice president, marketing, 
for Diageo Liqueurs and Gins. “People 
are moving toward premium products, 
and volumes are growing. Consumers are 
not just shopping for bargains; there is a 
value-equation at every price point.”
ST. PATRICk’S DAY—THE 
PERFECT TImE FOR IRISH 
BEVERAGES 
What better time to promote Irish bev-
erages than the weeks leading up to St. 
Patrick’s Day, march 17. From traditional 
Irish Coffee and “green” beer to Irish spe-
cialty drinks, everybody can share in the 
“luck of the Irish”!
Irish Coffee 
Serve in a warmed Irish coffee glass.
4-5 ounces strong, hot coffee
1-1½  teaspoons sugar
2-2½  ounces Irish whiskey
½ -1 ounce Irish Mist
2 ounces heavy cream or dollop of whipped cream
Pour the hot coffee into the prepared serving 
glass; add the sugar, and stir to dissolve. Add the 
whiskey, and stir gently; add the Irish Mist, and stir 
gently. Either pour the heavy cream carefully over 
the back of a teaspoon onto the top 
of the drink, or top the 
drink with a generous 
dollop of whipped 
cream.
Irish Spring 
Serve in a chilled collins (highball) 
glass.
1-1½ ounces Irish whiskey
1-1½ ounces freshly squeezed orange juice
½-3⁄4 ounce peach-flavored brandy or schnapps




Place clean, fresh ice in the prepared serving 
glass. Add the whiskey, orange juice, brandy or 
schnapps, and sweet and sour mix; stir gently. 
Garnish with the peach and orange slices and 
the cherry.
Irish Flag
Serve in a pousse-café or cordial glass.
1-1½  ounces green crème de menthe
1-1½  ounces Irish cream
1-1½  ounces brandy
Pour the green crème de menthe into the serving 
glass. Pouring slowly and carefully over the back 
of a teaspoon, float the Irish cream on top of the 
crème de menthe; then float the brandy on top of 
the Irish cream.
Paddy Cocktail 
Serve in a chilled cocktail glass.
1½-2 ounces Irish whiskey
¾-1 ounce sweet vermouth
3-4 dashes bitters
Fill a shaker half-full with fresh ice. Add the 
Irish whiskey, vermouth, and bitters, and shake 
vigorously. Pour the mixed drink into the prepared 
serving glass.
Irish Shillelagh 
Serve in a chilled collins (highball) glass.
1½-2 ounces Irish whiskey
3-4 teaspoons sloe gin
2-3 teaspoons white rum
1 ½ ounces freshly squeezed lemon juice





Pour the whiskey, sloe gin, rum, and lemon 
juice into a shaker half-filled with clean ice; add 
the sugar, and shake vigorously. Strain into the 
prepared serving glass, and garnish with the fresh 
fruit.
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It may only be February, but one sign that spring is just around the corner is the 
excitement that comes with the culmination of 
the college basketball season known as “March 
Madness.” Many people throughout the country 
strategically make their hopeful winning picks, 
all the while knowing that their wager may be lost 
if they are not accurate in their selections. This 
seemingly acceptable practice of placing wagers 
on “March Madness” games is not without 
consequence however. With wagering activities 
such as this taking place in bars and restaurants 
where beer and liquor is sold, licensees should 
be aware of what is permissible under Iowa law.
 Whether it’s a restaurant conducting a sports 
betting pool or a bar allowing customers to play 
a game of Texas Hold’em, on-premises licensees 
are required to obtain a social gambling license. 
An establishment with a social gambling 
license may permit two types of gambling on 
its premises; gambling between individuals and 
sports betting pools. 
Gambling Between 
Individuals 
 In establishments with a social gambling 
license, gambling may occur between patrons 
who are together for purposes other than 
gambling. Therefore, a social relationship must 
exist beyond that apparent in the gambling 
situation. Gambling on small stakes card and 
parlor games such as cribbage, darts and 
pool is allowed with a social gambling license. 
No casino-style games, other than poker, are 
permissible but poker tournaments are never 
authorized with a social gambling license. 
A licensee or its employees cannot sponsor, 
conduct or promote any game. A participant 
cannot win or lose more than a total of $50 in a 
24-hour time period.
Sports Betting Pools 
 An establishment with a social gambling 
license may conduct a sports betting pool if the 
game is publicly displayed and the rules of the 
game, including the cost per participant and 
the amount of the prizes, are clearly displayed 
on or near the pool. A participant cannot wager 
more than $5 and the maximum winnings to all 
participants in the pool cannot exceed $500. All 
money wagered must be awarded to participants. 
The sports betting pool can only be used for 
one sporting event and must consist of a grid 
compliant with Iowa statute. Because of this 
requirement, the NCAA Basketball Tournament 
brackets are not legal at liquor establishments. 
For additional information on how to conduct a 
sports betting pool in grid format please refer to 
Iowa Code section 99B.6(7). 
Poker Tournaments, Poker 
Runs and Raffles 
 A social gambling license does not allow 
licensees to conduct poker tournaments, poker 
runs or raffles. These activities can only be 
conducted by a licensed charitable organization. 
A poker run is an organized event where 
participants must visit checkpoints, drawing a 
playing card at each one. The object is to have 
the best poker hand at the end of the run. Raffles 
are defined as a lottery where each patron buys 
a ticket for a chance at a prize, with the winner 
determined by a random method. The winner 
does not have to be present to win. 
Already Hold a Social 
Gambling License?
 If you have a social gambling license, 
please check your license to ensure it has not 
expired. The Department of Inspections and 
Appeals (DIA) currently does not provide notice to 
licensees of their renewal date. Social gambling 
occurring on a premise with an expired license 
subjects the licensee to the same penalties as 
not having one at all.
Penalties
 Gambling that occurs at an establishment 
licensed for on-premises consumption without 
a social gambling license is a violation of Iowa 
law. First offense violators may face fines up to 
$1,000 and suspensions lasting up to 21 days. 
Don’t Take a Gamble with 
Your Alcohol License!
 DIA recommends that all on-premises 
licensees obtain a social gambling license. To 
apply for a social gambling license, complete 
a paper or online application, both of which 
are accessible on DIA’s website. Along with the 
application, applicants must provide a letter on 
official letterhead from a financial institution 
or other entity, stating the establishment has 
an account in good standing. If conducting a 
sports betting pool, a copy of the grid and an 
explanation of how the pool will be conducted 
must also accompany the application. A social 
gambling license costs $150 and is valid for two 
years from the date issued. Applications must be 
submitted at least 30 days before the beginning 
date requested.
 Visit www.dia.iowa.gov/page5.html for rules 
and regulations regarding social gambling. 
If you have further questions, please contact 
the Social and Charitable Gambling Unit at 
(515) 281-6848. 
You have questions. 
WE HAVE ANSWERS. 
Do you have a question about 
Iowa laws, administrative 
rules or ABD policies? Submit 
your questions by email to 
Schaffer@IowaABD.com and use 
“legally speaking” as the subject 
of your email. We’ll answer your 
questions immediately, but also 
print answers here for others to 
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